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BEHIND THIS SCREEN THERE'S A WHOLE 

WHEELIE (48K Spectrum) 
‘Aa proud owner of the ultimate racing 
motorbike, you find yourself ins 
Strange world—aworldfull of double- 
Gacker buses to leap and where even 

100% machine-code action, keyboard 
and joystick options, demonstration: 
mode, and amazing gr 

MEELIE One of THE games 
for 1984. . . .only £8.08 

+ THETRAINGAME(16/48K Spectrum) The game that starts where model Tallways lett off. Full graphics featur snger, goods express trains is; stations; turntable bonus 
gers; collisions ything ele youd expect romamajorrallway just @5.98 

“... an excellent game which is well thought-out and full of Sctlon” (S. User Nov 83) 
“Fun, tun, fun to pla (Home Computing W 

CBM 64 and BBC owners — WHEELIE and THE TRAIN GAME will soon be 
for your micro: 

Available at good computer shops everywhere, o by m 

Pitt ttt. ttt ttt 

OMNICALC (48K Spectrum) 

to give you mor 
‘and to include more: it 

‘guaranteed uncrashable. Complete with comprehensive manual £0.08 
“Il more programs shared the quality Of OMNIGALE then we might see more 
Spectrums in offices” (Home Computing Ws 
EVOLUTION (48k 5; 
Mi 

order from MICROSPHERE, 72, Rosebery Roa 



CONTENTS January 10-16, 1984 

24 PAGES OF 
SPECTRUM BEST 

Send 50p stamp to: 
Software Supermarket, 

87 Howard's Lane, 
London sw15 6NU 

Just out from Arcade is Bubble 
Trouble, a 48K Spectrum game in 
which you take the role of a 
burglar trying to steal some 
treasure. But giant bubbles are 
‘out to stop your thieving — has 
Arcade been watching The 
Prisoner? With a claimed 50 
screens and three levels, it sells 
for £5.50. Coming soon from 
Arcade is an adventure game 
called The Zone which the com- 
pany says “may take years to 
solve”. It will certainly have full 
screen high-resolution images, 
and a large vocabulary, 

Arcade, Technology House, 32 
Chislehurst Road, Orpington, 
Kent BR6 0DG 

eee 
The Electron and BBC B get five 
new programs each from 
Alligata. For the Electron, Bug- 
blaster and’ Lunar Rescue cost 
£7.95, Fruit Machine is £5.95, 
Primary Time, an educational 
program is £7.95, and there's 
Scribe II, a word processor, for 
£9.95. Also at £7.95 for the BBC 
Bare Dambusters, Eagle Empire, 
and educational programs 
Primary Time and Primary Art, 
Contract Bridge costs £9.95. An 
added bonus for buyers of Dam- 
busters: the highest scoring 
player wins an all-expenses-paidh 
trip to Mdhnesee in West 
Germany, scene of the Dam- 
busters raid in World War Il. 

Alligata, 178 West Street, 
Sheffield $1 4ET 

eee 
Elkan has brought out three 
books for owners of Commodore 
micros. 34 VIC-20 Computer 
Programs for Home, School and 
Office costs £7.75. Also at £7.75 
are 101 Programming Tips and 
Tricks for the VIC-20 and Com- 
modore 64, and Commodore 
64/VIC-20 Computer Programs 
for Beginners. 
Elkan Electronics, 11 Bury New 
Road, Prestwich, Manchester 
M25 8JZ 

eee 
Computing fans in the West 
Midlands will be glad to hear that 
anew Spectrum centre is opening 
soon in Walsall. 
Bowies, 56 Bradford Street, 
Walsall, West Midlands WS1 
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BUY THIS SPACE 

To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

Play this game on your 
1m to page 17 

You can do this with your BBC 
micro and printer. The listing 
‘on page 11 copies screens in 
shades of grey 

We review more software than 
my other magazine. In this 

issue our review panel star-rates. 
35 products. Read before you 
buy... 

useful address book... 
or it will be once you've typed in 
the Spectrum listing which 
starts on page 34 
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THERE'S NO 
PRESENT LIKE 
HE FUTURE. 

THE WORLD'S FINEST PROGRAMMING 
TUTORIAL FOR ONLY $12.95. 

Thousands who own, or would like to own home computers have 
yet to experience the feeling of discovery that comes when you write your 
‘own programs. Yet learning programming can be easy. 

‘Learn Basic’ from Logic 3 is the ultimate development of the method 

first devised at Strathclyde University a straightforward, easily understood 
tutorial written by Professor Andrew Colin and Veronica Colin, authors of 
Britain’ best-selling tutorial pack: 

Using the method tested by university students and used 
successfully by over 200,000 home computer users, ‘Learn Basic’ runs on 
your own computer and explains everything in clearnon-American 
English without jargon or computertalk. Ina matter of hours, you will b 
writing programs that work, 

Essentially, ‘Learn Basic’ and the rest of the’ Learn Computing’ / 
Series that wil follow soon are designed for people who want to 
keep abreast of the computer age. For people who realise that 
understanding computers is the key to future success,at school 
atwork and as a parent 

Make your future, and your family’s future, richer this 
Christmas. 

be, 

THE KEY TO THE WOR! 

YS 
Se, 

LOGIC3 

Get‘Learn Basic’ by Logic’3—twotapesandatull-size manual for 
Spectrum or Dragon (others soon) at just $12.95, 

Atthat price, ita gift 
Buy the Logic3 ‘Learn Computing’ Series at computer shops an 

major retail stores all over Britain. In case of difficulty, write to Logic 3 in 
Windsor. 

TO: Logic3 Lid, Mountbatten House, Victoria Street, Windsor SLA THE. 
fyouwould like to know more about using and programminga computer 

inyour home, send this coupon for your free copy of our 16-page explanatory 
booklet"100 things you wanted to know about computers: 

twill help you cut through the jungle of computer jargon, and give you 
\ news about software developments even games. [ 

(Orsend for our software catalogue (tick either or both). 
Name. =SK 

) Address 

Thaveal dy/intend to geta___+___microcomputer 
robbie ah 

{LD OF TOMORROW, 



‘Monopoly’ 
From front page 

wellit’s not their game, it’sours.”” 
Waddingtons, which also pro- 

duces Cluedo, Totopoly, 
Subbuteo, Artmaster, jigsaws 
and playing cards, ‘licenses 
Monopoly from the’ American 
company Parker Brothers. 

‘There were plans to bring out 
software this year, said Mr 
Fishwick. 

Mel Croucher, of Automata, 
said more than 30 software 
houses had given cash or pledges 
at the Your Computer Show in 
December to help cover legal 
costs, which could amount to 
£8,000. 

Mr Croucher said: “I say that 
Go To Jail is a compact audio 

Acorsoft is working on new 
code to stop copying of its soft- 
ware — financed by a £65,000 out 
of court settlement. 

It was paid by the publishers of 
Personal Computer World which 
printed a listing showing how to 
transfer Acornsoft cassette soft- 
ware to disc. 

Acornsoft took legal action, 
through its parent, Acorn 
Computers, which makes the 
BBC and Electron computers. 

A High Court judge granted an 
injunction barring the sales of 
PCW’s 404-page January issue 
and ordering all copies to be 
recalled. It is estimated that the 
printing bill alone for this issue 
would have been £100,000. 

Just in 30 minutes before a 
further court hearing agreement 
was reached that PCW’s 
publishers would pay £65,000 
plus costs, estimated at 
£2,000-£5,000. 

‘The judge approved the agree- 
ment and the injunction was 
lifted. 

The article appeared in. the 
‘magazine’s news section, written 
by freelance journalist Guy 
Kewney. He and editor Jane Bird 
said they published the routine as 
a service to readers. 

After the settlement Ms Bird 
said: “I feel sorry that, although 
we have not established a legal 
precedent, we have reached a 
situation where editors have to 
think twice before giving useful 
routines to their readers.” 

‘And she added: ‘As soon as 
Acornsoft develops a new 
locking routine someone will 
break it. It’s what micro freaks 
love doing.” 

She stressed that she was 
opposed to piracy but that this 
routine had long been known to 
enthusiasts. 

cassette on sale by mail order and 
in computer shops and if a 
member of the public confuses it 
with a large boxed game then 
something is wrong. It enables 
the Spectrum to play the game; 
there is an essential difference. 

“If Iwas Waddingtons I would 
have brought out a computer 
game of Monopoly two years 
ago, of licensed someone to doit. 
There are 13 versions of a 
property trading game on the 
market at the moment.”” 

Waddingtons has been granted 
the court order until a full hearing 
over the issue, due at the end of 
this month. 

Mr Fishwick said: “We don’t 
want to bludgeon people. We just 
want to be protected. 

“Where did the fellow get the 
idea? Whose back ishe riding on? 
This is what the hearing is all 
about. If he’s so clever why 
doesn’t he think of his own 
ideas?” 

Shops 
complain 

over 
Spectrums 

Retailers have complained that 
while they could not get enough 
Spectrums to meet demand Sin- 
clair Research has been selling 
them over the counter at its 
Camberley distributors? 
premises. 
Shop-keeper Rosemary 

Harris, of Look and See in 
Shipton, North Yorkshire, said 
potential customers had been 
ringing from as far away as SO 
miles to find shops with st 

She said: “I think 
absolute disgrace. Apparently at 
‘Camberley you can buy as many 
as you like and we've been 
turning away customers for three 
weeks. 

“I would have though they 
would have made sure there were 
‘enough for their retailers.” 

A Sinclair spokesman said: 
“It’s perfectly true. We did hold 
back a block of stock against mail 
order sales. 

“Some people are prepared to 
drive a long way — sometimes 
from Wales anti Scotland — and 
when people drive that far you 
can’t turn them away. 

“We may have been getting 
30-40 a day. We are talking about 
the low hundreds; we are not 
selling them in the thousands. It’s 
just a little customer service.”” 

In the three months to October 
1 Sinclair had sold 300,000 com- 
puters, 90 per cent of them 
Spectrums. He said: “It’s been 
quite extraordinary. Everybody 
has underestimated — retailers 
and manufacturers.”” 

Adventure 
bar 

From front page 
get past the lady is to swear at 
her.”” 
But Artic’s company secretary, 

Margaret Turner — mother of 

Sir Clive’s 
next micro 

Sir Clive Sinclair’s next computer 
will cost about £300 and use 
Motorola’s 68000 16-bit 
processor. 

The details come from an 
HCW source who is usually 
reliable. The new micro, said to 
be due for launch in late spring, is 
also believed to have more RAM 
than any other home micro now 
on the market and, as expected, 
twin Microdrives built in. 

Screen resolution will be 256 by 
512 with 16 attributes per pixel. 

It is said that one of the UK’s 
leading software housesis already 
working with a prototype. 

Ifall the details are accurate, it 
means that Sinclair Research is 
turning its attention to the upper 
end of the home micro market — 
‘occupied by machines like the 
BBC micro and the Commodore 

You co 

founder Richard Turner — said 
the action by Smiths came as a 
surprise to her. 

She said: “We didn’t know 
anything about it. It’s perfectly 
harmless. It’s very unfair. We 
have had many letters of con- 
gratulation about the program. 

“‘Ata certain point if you reply 
with a rude word you get a saucy 
response, but not with a swear 
word. Most people would get 
through the whole game without 
reaching this point.”” 

In fact, she said, at this point in 
the program the correct response 
would be to give the woman a 
string of beads and she, hands 
over a knife to be used later in the 
program. 

‘There’s just 25 minutes to destroy 
the Doomsday device in CRL’s 
new flight simulator for the 48K 
Spectrum, The Omega Run. 
Written by Richard Brisbourne, 
author of Galactic Patrol, it 
features 3D, lasers, flak and re- 
fuelling from a tanker aircraft, 
‘The Omega Run costs £5.95 anda 
Commodore 64 version is 
promised soon, 

CRL, 9 Kings Yard, Carpenters 
Road, London E15 2HD 

We welcome programs, articles and tips from 
our readers. 

PROGRAMS must always be sent on cassette. 
Listings are helpful, but not necessary. Check 

carefully that they are bug-free. Include 
details of what your program does, how it 
works, variables you have used and hints on 

conversion. 
ARTICLES on using home computers should be 
no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry about 
your writing ability — just try to keep to the 

style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
Published will help our 
use of their micros by 

possibly with prograt 

readers made better 
living useful ideas, 
ing examples. We will 

convert any sketched illustrations into 
finished a rtwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
programming routines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want thi em returned. Label 

everything clearly and give a daytime and 
home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, 

HOME COMPUTING 

, London W1R 3AB 
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Don't you 
believe it 

Two of Britain’s best-known 
software companies have joined 
forces in a new venture — fast 
food. ; 

The details were kept secret 
until the dramatic announcement 
by Reginald Bosanquet at a 
formal dinner at London’s 
Hilton Hotel. 

Leading figures from the 
industry heard that Quicksilva 
and Bug-Byte had formed a new 
enterprise called Quick Byte. 

Already, 298 outlets were set to 
open in the UK — with twice as 
many planned for the US — fol- 
lowing recipe tests at an experi- 
mental centre in Vermont and 
field tests in Teeside and 
Yotkshire. 
The event was also the 

‘occasion for an awards ceremony 
—and Home Computing Weekly 
and its editor each scooped an 
award. 

It’sno good... [can't goon... 
Both the fast-food venture and 

the awards were well-staged 
spoofs. 

There's not a word of truth in 
the Quick Byte announcement 
‘and all the “awards” were jokes. 

The ideas were dreamed up by 
Rod Cousens, managing director 
‘of Quicksilva, and John Philips, 
Bug-Byte’s sales manager. 

All the ingredients were there, 
including gold-edged invitations 
and specially-designed menus 
featuring the ‘Quick-Byte”, 
which turned out to be a fairly 
ordinary meat ball. 

It appeared so genuine that the 
software industry was alive with 
rumours that, perhaps, the two 
companies were about to merge 
or reach a joint distribution 
agreement. 

Just for laughs, here are the 
awards, But remember that all of 
them were awarded in a spirit of 
fun, Each of the “nominations” 
is given with the award winner in 
bold type. The first two awards 
sounded genuine. 

Program of the Yea 
Ultimate Pay the Gan 4 

une House; any’ ight simulator 

Virgin. 
Services to Industry would have gone to 
Sir Clive Sinclair but, as he could not be 
present, there was a Show of the Year 
Award: Brainwave, Birmingham; Mijid, 
Cannes; the Northern Computer Fair. 

‘note: the Brainwave show was, i 
fact, cancelled, 
“Surely you can see the benefits” Sales 
person of the Year: Rodney Holland, of 
‘Currah; Beverley MeNeili, one of ‘the 
divisional advertisment managers of 
‘Argus Specialist Publications, the pub- 
lishers of Home Computing Weekly. 
Worst Dresser: Pete Neill and Chris 
Holland, of Salamander; 
Home Computing Weekiy; Tim Langdell, 
of Softek. 
Ain't it Cute: Cuthbert, who features in 
Micro Deal programs; Psion’s Horace; 
Artic's lorry logo. 
Grubby avard: Orie, for its team of 

“Angels” — salesgirls; Computers for 
All, for girls in leopard skin leotards at 
shows; Home Computing Weekly, for 
front page pictures of girls. 
‘The Most Awesome Use of the Word 
Awesome: Jeff Minter, Llamasoft. 
Most Original Program: Ocean's Mr 
Wimpy; al by Interceptor. 
Boob of the Year: Texas Instruments, 
New Brain and Jupiter Ace; Acme, for 
Advertising games without saying which 
Computer they ran on; Softek, for pro- 
dling a 1983 calendar for 1984 Paranoid Award: Nel Johason, of soft- 
tare distributors Microdealer UK: 
Media Buying Award: Anirog, foradver- tising_ on’ Channel 4; Amie” for: com- 
mmercials on Grampian and Yorkshire TV: Imagine for spending “untold millions inregional news 
Golden Gob Award: Rodney Holland: 
Paul Liptrot; anyone from Norway. 

Feel the Width’ Award: Nick Aiciander, managing director of Virgin 
Games. Mr Alexander called into collect, his award from his company's own end of 
Year party ata London night club. 
Tiere were three awards whose tis annot be given in'2 family magazine ‘Terry Pratt, editor of Computer and 
Video Games; Jeff Raggett, of Bunch 
Books, publishers of Your Spectrum and Soft: Band Kelly, of Popular Computing Weekly. Clement Chambers, managing director of software house CR 

Alll the awards, bar one, were 
““Clives”, like the film industry's 
Oscars except that these were tiny 
busts of Sir Clive Sinclair. The 
exception was the Golden Gob 
which was a gold-coloured open 
mouth mounted on a plinth. 

Paul Liptrot 

Alll the BBC interfaces you can eat from DCP 

About 
interface 

If you want to get more out of 
your BBC micro, DCP has 
brought out a range of plug-in 
and plug-together units giving the 
electrical interfaces you need for 
control and monitoring applica- 
tions at home, school and work. 

The main’ Interbeeb unit, 

which costs £59.95, provides four 
relay outputs, four switch inputs, 
eight bit input and output ports 
and an eight-channel analogue to 

ital converter. It comes with its 
‘own power supply. 

And to plug into that are 
analogue-digital and digital- 
analgoue converters for £19.95 
each. 
DCP, 2Station Close, Lingwood, 
Norwich NRI3 4AX 

Afdec Electronics, Oric, Dixons, 
‘Commodore and Quicksilva are 
just some of the companies to 
‘come under fire from the Ad- 
vertising Standard Authority 
recently for misleading micro 
ads. 

The ASA was reacting to com- 
plaints from members of the 
public, and several of the com- 
plaints concerned that old bug- 
bear — advertising goods that 
aren’t actually available. 

Afdec found itself in hot water 
over the now notorious Fuller 
keyboard. It implied in its ad that 
the FDS wasin stock and could be 
despatched within 10 days. 

In fact, Afdec had had trouble 
in getting hold of the keyboard 
ever since it was first launched in 
March 1983. Fuller had repeat- 
edly said that stocks would be 
available within 10 days to two 
weeks, but none had materia- 
lised. 

The ASA told Afdec that it 
should make it quite clear in its 
ads if a product was not 
immediately available. 

Quicksilva and Commodore 
were both criticised by the ASA 
for advertising goods they 
couldn’t deliver — Quicksilva for 
its Trader game and Commodore 
for its Petspeed compiler. 

‘A member of the public dis- 
puted four claims made in a 
brochure for Oric, which has 
been the subject of three other 
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complaints during the past year. 
The brochure claimed that the 

Oric recorded check sums and 
could save data and arrays; that 
40 characters per line could be 
displayed; that the Oric com- 
munications modem was avail- 
able and British Telecom 
approved; and that the Oric user 
manual had ‘‘over 200 pages’”. 

The complainant said all these 

claims were untrue, and Orie 
didn’t argue. It was told to mend 
its ways in future brochures. 

It was the Oric that got Dixons 
into trouble, too, over ads that 
said that the machine was “ex- 
clusive to Dixons’? and “at an 
amazing new low price”” when it 
‘wasn’t. Dixons admitted that the 
ads were wrong, and promised 
not to run them again. 

AndOr Systems of Dublin has 
brought out a new speech syn- 
thesiser unit for the VIC-20 and 
Commodore 64, called the 
Commialk. 

Like the Adman speech syn- 
thesiser for the VIC, the Comm- 
talk can be programmed using 
speech units called allophones, 
which can be built up to give it an 
unlimited vocabulary — in 
theory, at least. 

Unlike the Adman, it leaves 

your cartridge slot 
plugging into the expansion 

free by 

socket. Sound is channelled 
through the TV’s speaker. 

At £39, it’s also cheaper than 
the Adman. It comes with a pro- 
gram cassette, manual and six 
month guarantee. A Pet version 
is also available. 

AndOr Systems, 28 Hillside 
Drive, Rathfarnham, Dublin 14, 
Ireland 



£2,000-wort 
RICHARD SHEPHERD 
adventure games 
must be won 

Just find the missing link Fifty winners will each receive two 
words and you could be| tapes and 100 winners will get one 
among the 150 winners of 
great Richard Shepherd 
adventures. 

cassette 
‘Allare available for the Spectrum. 
‘Transylvanian Tower and Super 

Spy are also in versions for the 
We've got £2,000-worth to give | Dragon 32 and Everest Ascent and 

‘away for the Spectrum, Dragon 32 
‘and Commodore 64. 

They are the top sellers Transyl- 
vanian Tower, Super Spy, Everest 
Ascent and Ship of the Line 

Ship of the Line are available for the 
‘Commodore 64. 

How to enter 
There aré 15 words or pairs of words 

missing from the following story. 
Using the clues in the artwork, write 
the 15 words on a sheet of plain 
Paper in the order in which they 
appear. 

‘Attach the sheet to the fully com- 
pleted coupon and enclose it in an 
envelope. 

Important: write on the back of 
the envelope the number of answers 
beginning with the letter S. 

Post your entry to Richard 
Shepherd competition, Home Com- 
puting Weekly, No. 1 Golden 
Square, London WIR 3AB. 

Entries close_at first post on 
Friday, January 27. 

The winners of two tapes each will 
betthe first $0 correct entries opened. 
and the winners of one tape each will 
be the next 100 correct entries 
opened. 

Do not forget to name your 
choices of two adventures — along 
with the computer you own 

old adversary 

His 

‘Our Hero, Super Spy is summoned on the hotline to track down his 

Winners of single tapes will get the 
one they named first, 

Copies of the coupon will not be 
accepted. The solution and the 
‘names of the winners will appear in 
the news columns of Home Com- 
puting Weekly and the prizes will 
arrive from Richard Shepherd Soft- 
ware within 28 days of the publica- 
tion of that issue. 

‘Coupons, envelopes and sheets of 
paper which are not fully completed 
will be discarded, 

The rules 
‘The ics $Oand thenext 100 correct entries 
drawn ai noon on Friday, January 27, 1984 wil win the rias, Coupons, en ‘paper which are not ful 
completed wll hot be considered. 

aloyess Of Afgus Special Fublca. employees Of Argus 4 tions, Richard Shepherd Software and ‘Alabaster Passmore & Sons, This restrc- 
tion also apples to employees’ families tnd agents ofthe compari 

He boards the waiting 
jeads for the mysterious Invincible 

only clues are on 
of Xaro which leads him to the 

— near the — — 

the 

— . Our hero sneaks up on 
his adversary ready to pounce ....Crash! Boom! the ground 
shakes asthe _ — — — — ~ and sends acloud of 
smoke into the air. Dr Death senses the danger and escapes down 
the secret path. Two months later our hero is still on the trail. This 
time on the hazardous slopes of Mt — 
setupa ——_— — — — to continue his evil work protected by 
the infamous — — —. Super Sp) 
has to ~---___ up the mountain with his team of 
ES ES and is in striking distance when he steps on apatch 

—_and falls down a —= — — — Lee 
ces from his fall inthe ——__ _ = of 

—--- ---- at the base of Transylvanian Tower. 
He feels a prodding in his back and as he turns over he fears 

worst ‘Come on John it’s eight o'clock and you'll be late’ 
says his mother. It seems our hero has overslept and our story has 
just been an “Adventure into Imagination”. 
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(HIGH LEVEL — requires no programming skills simply design the shapes 
yqu want, and H.U.R.G. will animate them irito the most amazing on-screen action you've éver, 

Seen, Choose any setting for your game, from mazes to outer space or sinister caverns 
* the only limit is your imagination. iS 

(User FRIENDLY — H.U.R.G. will lead youthrougha series 
of easy to follow procedures, endir'y in the creation of a game that is a: wild, 

'$ your imagination! 
iN iting 

“Fat aut times. i of variations, a ‘can shape it ts 
_ features at any time. You can speed up the action, change the size of 
the characters. 

‘To really fire your imagination, H.U.R.G, includes @ 
ready-to-play jarcadegames, 4% 

created using H.U.R.G. e 

0 ercices ry cheque 
i money order tor 

0 Prease debit my Access card No, 

oe” Exriry Date Signature 
Name 

Address 
Each month up until April 30 1984, three prizes @® 

will be awarded every month 
forthe best games ofthemonth _¢@ 

‘Atthe end, the best game will win H.U.R.G. willbe officially released in mid-December 1983. Get your order in now, and rese 
a grand prize of £3,000 your copy so that you can be among the first with this revolutionary software! 

"(Ou casi bs diese ganas ‘Access orders can be telephoned through on our 24-hour ansafone (01) 858 7397. 
designer! Every entrant has the 
tunity of being published by 

Melbourne House and Re 
earning royalties. 

Postcode 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

‘only a flint spear t© defend 

yrance is very 
yell detailed, 

jnosaut 
uu may 

12/13 Henrietta St 
;den, London 

N 

whe 

New ideas department:
 our) 2°." Sa 

anel rates a cro
p of deciteater by. stealing some 

orig in Y] 
Pterodacty! eBgs- 

al action games 
erodacty aE nl Prerey him 

seit sees you and starts 10 drop 

set sce You from agreat height 
eks on 34 goncenough he calls 

in his mate Rex (yes, a large 

in his ris dinosa) who takes 
chase also. 

sir slurp-A:tot sdb ie te aro
m er chase aH ene ise for nee 

TI-99/ 
£4.95 

His carefree revelling, how- 
pattle of strategy and skill with: 

ever, is periodically inte rupte 

Christine Computing, 6 Florence by the resident poultergeist who 

Close, Watford, Herts 
wanders invisibly thro. gh the 

wander} inking and. smashing 

asthe ite of SirSlurp-tlotsug- Blass 
gests, there's @ distinctly boozy He exerts a sobering influence 

theme to this game. 
‘on Sir Slurp-a-lot who becomes: 

The screen displays @ pub, set transfixed until the poultergeist 

outasasimplemaze 
ofbarsalong has finished his wanderings. 

which appear glasses in four Should your man crash into 

different colours, As the contents oneof the! broken glasses or bump 

of each glass are ‘co
nsumed points into @ wall the game ends before 

Grescored, thenumber depend
ing time ‘and the highest score is 

on its colour. 
given, There is also acomment on 

Before starting you select the your performance — or is itmore 

time limit, from 45 seconds to your level ‘of intoxication?
 J.W. 

three minutes, for which you are 

prepared to race Sir Slurp-a-lot instructions 
95% 

through the maze, imbibing the playability 
0% 

various drinks as he goes. graphics 
60% 

‘His movements may be con- value for money 
70% 

com ms 
the eatying instry, 

infor 

ak'tronics, Unit 6 
Saree 

GKdustrial Estate, 
les been oti 

wWaldon an ambulance 
a delightful scene 

an overhead 
‘but very 

i 
5 

ay sng which large 

EeDhics 

of apples come at 
als 

walue fo, 

ro 

he 
ove a man tO 

rs 
man to Sean to realtek 

Keys to suit your taste oF jovstie 
OT, 

fe the rats 
mouth! 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

Overeating 
health, but he 
thoughtfully provi 
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This screen dump program for 
the BBC micro plus NEC-8023 
printer goes one better than the 
usual black-and-white screen 
dump — it dumps the screen in 
four shades, These are black, 
dark grey, light grey and white, 

The program does this by 
looking at each pixel on the 
screen in turn, and deciding what 
the logical colour is (not the dis- 
played colour, so beware those 
who hide pictures using VDU 19). 

Main variables 
9% line of screen being output 
43% pixel of Y% being output 
X% horizontal position of byte 

being output 
Me first byte of pixel 
1% second byte of pixel 

To get the different shades, the 
printer head has to move twice 
across the paper. This, plus the 
fact that each point has to be 
calculated, means thata MODE | 
screen dump can take upward of 
10 minutes, 

Re-writing the program in 
machine code will speed it up, but 
I wrote it in BASIC so that it 
could be easily converted for 
other printers. 

MOVER, 

“Dern SF PRCeap 

Get it down 
in black and 
white — and 

grey 
This isn’t just any old screen 
aa program. it'll make your 

printer copy the display in 
shades of grey, as its author 

Russel Calbert explains 

Pores, 

hineE aasue i LINE £08 eset 
TEnUSUALLY Pica On conwensep YOUI27. 1. 4sPRiners yg AROED 

‘An example of the screen dump program's output 

no ee 
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apo. re Mee, 
Senet 1 1 

aa THN Bee 

How il works. 
10010 move graphic origin to 

bottom left corner, enabletext 
to be printed anywhere 

10020 move graphic cursor off 
screen so. anything printed 
doesn't affect picture 

10038 enable printer and set print 
size 

10080 sets line spacing on printer 
to 16/144 inch so no spaces 
between lines 

10090 step down the screen 32 
times 

10100 move graphic cursor off 
sereen 

10110 select dot-image graphic 
mode on printer, and tell it to 
receive 640 bytes of informa- 
tion (ie one line of graphics) 

10180 step ‘through horizontal 
resolution 

10240-10290 readshalf of theline 
and outputs all four pixels to 
printer. Note: by changing the 
numbers in lines 10270-10273 
you can change what shade is 
output for the colour of the 
pixel 

10310 outputs CR + LF to printer 
at end of each horizontal line 

10330 resets printer line spacing 
to 1/6 inch and disables 
printer 

ah thet 
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The Towers 
of Hanoi 

: revisited 
Here’s how Don Thomasson 

solved a fascinating old puzzie 
on his Spectrum. Try it for 

yourself and see 

The Towers of Hanoi is an old | pile 2, so the move 3, 1 » is DIM _ACi2,3) 
REM TOUVERS OF HANO 

DIM P(3) 
problem involving a number of 
discs of different sizes which may 
be arranged in three piles. 

No dise may be put on top of a 
disc smaller than itself. The 
problem is to start with all the 
discs on pile one and transfer 
them to pile three 

Academic analysis of the prob- 
Jem has suggested a need for a 
recursive process, a subroutine 
which calls itself, for example. 
Empirical methods have been 
proposed, but they are difficult to 
explain or justify logically. The 
target here is to avoid these 
extremes. 

The program was adapted 
from a Forth version,'so it has a 
clear modular structure. The 
main subroutine dimensions 
arrays, and then calls three sub- 
routines. Subroutine 1000 puts 
up the title display, 1200 initialises, 
the system, and 2000 moves the 
discs. 

‘Two arrays are used. A(12,3) is 
used as a ‘stack’ to hold data 
defining pre-calculated “moves. 
‘A(SP,1) holds the number of the 
disc to be moved, A(SP,2) holds 
the number of the pile from 
which it is to be taken, and 
A(SP,3) holds the number of the 

needed. To allow that, the first 
two discs must be on pile 3. To 
allow that, the first disc must be 
on pile 2. 
‘These moves are worked out by 

subroutine 2200, which creates 
new ‘stack’ entries from the 
previous stack entry. Itdoes so by 
decrementing the disc number, 
copying thenumber of the source 
pile, and making the destination 
pile the one not involved in the 
previous move. Since all the pile 
numbers add up to 6, the destina- 
tion pile can be found by sub- 
tracting the pile numbers in the 
previous entry from 6. 

The first two moves are 
straightforward. Disc.1 goes on 
pile 2and dise 2 goeson pile 3. We 
now need to move disc I to pile 3. 

As the previous move did not 
involve disc 1, subroutine 2400 is 
called. This looks at the last 
move, decrements the disc num- 
ber, leaves the destination pile 
unaltered, and makes the source 
pile the one not moved last time. 
Note that this modifies a set of 
stack entries, rather than adding 
an entry. 

RETURN 
REM .0ccceccc eee INITIALISE 
cLs 
PRINT AT 10,7;"How many 
INPUT_N 

>’ GO TO 1200 
Let PCa) =N: LET P(2) =O: 

LET A(2,23=N: LET A(L,2 
INK 12 cis 

20.0 
@: PRUSE 2c0. 

wee. DRAU O 

PLOT XPOS-DSIZE,YPOS+Z 
DRAW 24DSIZE,0 

IF N¢2 OR N>12 THEN PRINT A 
26;"Try again, please”: PAUS 

dis 

LeT 
y=2 

RET 
xscs 

destination pile. The array P@) 
holds the number of discs on each 
pile. 

Subroutine 1200 asks how 
many discs are required, and sets 
up the system accordingly. Up to 

sissarsnen ee stares obra Sous 
2328 $0 BUECSEES. re 3 Rigen 
28: GO TO 2000 pat 

352g SE tise Pissed) <0 m ase8 § EN INK @: 
12 discs can be handled, but it 
should be noted that every extra 
disc doubles the time taken to 
perform the moves. All 12 will 
give you something interesting to 
look at for about 40 minutes. 

The ‘stack pointer’ SP is set to 
1, the base line is drawn in, then 
subroutine 1400 draws the discs 
on pile 1, using subroutine 1600 
to draw each disc. This sub- 
routine is also called by 
subroutine 3000 to rub discs out 
and draw them ina fresh place, so 
it works in OVER mode. 

Suppose the initial stack entry 
is 4, 1, 3, meaning that four discs, 
are to be moved from pile I to pile 
3. Before this disc can be moved, 
the first*three discs must be on 

As the new move involves disc 
1, we carry it out, and then move 
disc 3 to pile 2. Subroutine 2200 
then works out the moves needed 
to put the first two discs on to 
disc 3. And so on. 
Most of the time taken to move 

the discs is taken up by the 
drawing and erasing function. If 
you want faster action, you might 
iry another way of doing this, 
perhaps by using block graphics, 
though that would probably limit 
the number of discs. 

Even so, the discs move around 
fairly quickly, and if you want to 
see what is happening more 
clearly, you may like to put in a 
delay ai the end of subroutine 
1600. 
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REATE MOVES 
By 1) -1 

+5+2-+.-MODIFY 
2) =6-AlSP,2)-A 

LET AtSP,1) =A(SP, 13-3 
Beno lennse pacloncu 
EEE GREG FIR GP ED 
Ber pia tsere sen inrenis LET P(A(5P)3)) =P(A(SP.3: 

SUB 1698 
RETURN 

tama ain 

MOVE} 
(sp, 

pisc| 
#8 

a= 
20+ 
# 



Unlike most other popular homé 
‘computers, the BBC micro does 
not have a CIRCLE command in 
its BASIC interpreter. However, 
with a little knowledge of trigo: 
nometry, it’s very easy to produce 
circles, ellipses or even polygons, 
in a variety of plotting styles. 
My first program shows the 

method used to produce a 
circle. 

The program requests inputs 
for the radius and the number of 
sides for the shape. It then 
calculates an X,Y co-ordinate for 
each point around the 
ference of the circle using S| 
and COS functions. 

Because compu 
radians, line 80 is 
degrees to radians, 

Experiment with Program One 
using different values for radius 
and step. Note that a lower step 
value produces a more accurate 

while a higher step value 
produces a less accurate circle but 
at a much faster 

This program uses a plot 69 
function to plot individual dots 

rs work in 
xd to convert 

‘Some of the shapes you can draw 

nan 4 4 1 

Program 1 

your micro 
eee 
The lack of a CIRCLE command is 
no barrier to drawing circles, 

ellipses or other shapes.on your 
BBC, as Geoff Turner explains 

plotting functions available on 
the Beeb will produce a variety of 
different effects. Plot 85 can be 
used to produce filled in circles, 
for example. 
My second program uses 

several random values to produce 
an ever-changing pattern of dif- 
ferent coloured shapes, all based 
on the method used in Program 
One, 

Note that initially the X,Y co- 
ordinates are calculated and 
stored in an array. This speeds up 
the program considerably as 
there’s no need to calculate the 
values for every shape plotted. 

The program produces an im- 
essive demonstration of the 

*s excellent graphics 
lites. 

pr 
B fs 

around the circ! However, a 
draw function could be used to 
produce a continuous circum- 
fereni 

Having mastered the basic 
technique, you can then enhance 
Program One to produce a 
variety of different shapes. Using 

10 REM PROGRAM 1 
20 REM CIRCLES 
30 CLS 
40 

$60 MODE 2 

80 
90 

100 
110 
120 

R=RAD(D) 
Xsradius#SIN(R) 

Yeradius#COS(R) 

NEXT 

INPUT "RADIUS 100 TO 500 ",radius 
SO INPUT "STEP FACTOR", step 

70 FOR D=O TO 360 STEP step 

PLOT 69, X+600, Y+500 

a value of 120 for the step would 
produce a three-sided shape or 
triangle, or a value of 72 would 
produce a pentagon 

Instead of using a fixed radius, 
we can use a height and width to 
produce elliptical shapes. 

And using some of the many 

REM 
REM 

30 REM 
40 REM 
50 DIM 
60 FOR D=0 TO 340 
70 R=RAD(D) 
80 X(D)=SIN(R) 
90 Y(D) =COS(R) 

100 NEXT 

110 
120 

PROGRAM 2 
20 RANDOM PATTERNS 

RERERSESERES EATER REESE EERE 

CALCULATE XY CO-ORDINATES 
X(361) ,¥ (361) 

REM SSESESESERRS ESSE EATERS RTE E RS 

REM DRAW RANDOM PATTERNS 

Program 2 — main variables 
‘X(D),¥(D) X and Y co-ordinates 

for each degr 
A.B centre of screen position 
P plot function 
H height of shape 
W width of shapes 
$ number of sides 
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EP INT (360/58) to sb0 STEP INT) 4500 
H#X(D) +60 

GAMES MACHINE 
[AVAILABLE AT ALL SPECTRUM SHOPS, HMV, SELFRIDGES, JOHN MENZIES, LEISURE ZONE AND ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS. 

DEALERS PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR, 
NEW RELEASE 'ARARGHI CONDOR for Commodore 64 

THEFABULOUSWANOA 100% last action machine code. Avoid t ANDTHE SECRET OF Ue bstacles and hazards to eho the mountain ‘THE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING each the Spear. Than say the Condor batore ‘Yor COMMODORE 64 Contes your bird ot" 
‘An adult fantasy BARRELDROP! for 48K SPECTRUM ‘game with Arcade Action Poor Gordon! Hs drainpipes are biockes again and traveling tar __theonly way tactear them fo drop bares down Egbert works on the 

ingtorgood them. Garden stands on the top ot his root wth’ production ine at LEYSPACE 
LS = ‘imosaroundineUnvarse, _Bareis, When the pore stars hell one down Rivas a comfortable iteuntl 

inen'you sre itercapted the rool Press Ice to'drop «through the roo! the invasion of the TEBBITES. 
Brute of the Feder entre ofa drainpipe and you" from the 

‘Startto lash, and Gordon wal get the barrel Back for ‘another go. The barrel wil be ost the rp ‘Universe and Everything “known only tothe 
in the net COPUS. You: Tmaccurate. or into'a pipe already filed, but- Flash F Gusto the dogs on hand! youknow you're going tolose fatal consequences bert Egberts now 

demands rtoney forTeleport Tex, Theresa video ‘the barreland you can see Flash peeping out rom ‘on plocawork cane eam a decent wage? Can he 
{game inthe Terminal with 3 credits let bottom ght comer press Dand lash wilsave__-even'survive? WARNING! You may get an vier by 
Now you areon your own andyoumust decide how Ince you clean ail pipes, you mil get a bonus. playing this game. 
Toproceed toHighsvie Mainstreet to find the Dutthere’sasurprise nstorebeloreyougettsenext ‘SIX LEVELS OF SKILL ANYBODY WHO CAN DO 
Vanous establishments toenter nd Set ot pipesto fi saa fe veL @ShouLD WRITE AnDLET US HNOW? 

ace SUPERSNAILS for 16K oF 48K SPECTRUM ARITHMETICFUN-TIME for Ti99 
Beople of all ages in mind ths Snail specially imported rom West Ares are Elementary eddttion, subtraction, multiplication 

programme prowides an aid to learn and match Doing kept in Dr Van Winklenofsiaboratory for jon exercass providing valuabtep 
Eoiours as well azbeing very enteraming Not only genetic experiments, The Doctor has tured them nil for young children who are developing 
have colours to be matchad in sequence but co- Into. super-breed of sail who now leave behind 2 basi mathematical sls 
‘Ordination ails can be developed by moving the {railof super give that wllap any snaltouching Uses colour graphics and sounds to give a good 
CorreetcolouredOGLe tomatcha pattern deplayed Toot the sins. continu presentation withthe sums appearing n large 
onthescreen Interestandamusementareprovied controlled by the letters on 9 backbones 
bby youres Gordon having to contol your pet ‘nto the laboratory. Untortunately, only one othe The Computer plays back sums which the child has 
Plosh by guiding nm to colt the matching OGLE Snails can escape from here nto the outside word Githcuity wth showing the ch the cor 
Earry back and to drop at the correct postion, ‘rrthout rasing he alarm. You must therefore tap Solutions. Usesthe basic TIG9console. £5.95, Thetearetwe lve a play Your oeponert an hen vo cxape Sov he janie tle ete Aneasy level or the younger person. mall door which wil hen sppear Tia Daas TaanGeny Carer 
A professional ievel forthe older person with play Features” Fast Action. 100% Machine Code - Games Machine id, Business & Technology Ce 

Nine Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts. SG1 20X. ls of aticuty duane dock and 

enclose» cheque. payabis GAMES MACHINE TD, fore __ fran 
or dati ny ecns/Brclyer est 0. SARRELDROP | cames mactine ro, 
sone ——s SESS REEPOST. 
iaME_ ———— 2S nk HERTS SG1 2YH. 

‘DEALERS ANO DISTRIGUTORS REQUIRED GAMES AND EDUCATIONAL 
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Kuhl Software, from Stainless 
Software, 10 Alstone Road, 
Stockport 

This rather extensive program 
attempts the questionably-useful 
task of engaging the would-be 
‘Assembly language programmer 
in exercises involving conversion 
‘between numbering systems — 
‘specifically binary, decimal, and 
hexadecimal — and also binary 
addition and subtraction. 

However, although the docu- 
‘mentation is good, it does rather 
tend to assume a little more 
Knowledge on the part of the user 
than might normally be the case, 

‘Ones and Twos Complement 
receive little attention, and the 
‘overall presentation on-screen did 

Copy Cat 
TI-99/4A £3.99 

Dromeda Software, 56 Wells 
Street, Haslingden, Rossendale, 
Lanes 

‘Copy Cat is a Simon type game 
for up to four players. There are 
two parts — the Reflex Repeater 
and Sequence Memory game. 

‘The screen displays the faces of 
four differently coloured cats, 
each is numbered from one to 
four. For each cat a change in 
colour appears to make its face 
“light up" and a tone sounded. 
You have the option of playing 
with both sound and colour, or 
sound or colour alone. 

In Reflex Repeater, the correct 
number of the cat making the 
sound and/or changing. colour 
must be input as rapidly as 
possible. The time in which to do 

‘gent 

ay 1 Portobello PI Te DINE 

ag Sado’ Tet oe on Ore 
; hile. esd 

il i srrounded ~ Cold ¢ turns the 

ty woods ‘ind mountain, ie 
fuer ther snow, and when 

Py tro escape ‘starting with only 
Seap5 8 thee wer ta 0 

Wesdays food and Wale. find sheer quEkY GIES Sg 

vege insert has, sel instruc Maser ean be avoided OF oS 

werent 
Vite 

- this consist 

jin Games Ga 
suggest that Ul : 

Vitgi ng prod SUREES and dows. NOt NET 18) Ic 
Bears Picnic, so 

Mich you must struggle to
 find @ 

settlemenrs gressis affected by the 
terrain, starvation and the 

erally lousy weather which 

rAfter every few moves: 
disappears 

leave a lot to be desired at times. 
It is probably that all of the 

exercises could have been per- 
formed equally easily using pencil 
and paper; the program doesn't 
do that much to warrant its high 
Price tag. 

Ademonstration program with 
no explanation is given as well as 
the main program, which may go 
a little way to reducing some of 
the inevitable confusion. 

As it has been written in TI 
BASIC it is possible to scan the 
program lines — peculiarly 
numbered in increments of three 
— and there are some classic 
examples of inefficient use of the 
facilities available. PB. 

15% 
85% 
80% 
10% 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

this is related to the skill level 
chosen. 

For each successful response, 
points are scored. 

For the Sequence Memory 
‘game the same choices apply, but 
this time you must remember the 
sequence in which the cals are 

ted. A correct reply gains 
the sequence 

lengthened until you eventually 
joints and 

get it wrong. 
I failed to feel enthusiastic 

about this computer version and 
find it hard to believe 
joungsters for whom it is 
intended would either. IW. 

a playability 
graphics 50% 
value for money 50% 

the area. to affect ekeatr 
dis- s 10 show a status 

rand a colourful weather 

80% 

he 

Brain- 
twisting 
bytes 
a 

Our reviewers pitted their wits 
against a selection of programs 

for the thinking micro user 

treet, London" woorlte you have 
i letter grid pe 

rows, ge 

kee The menu sec, wable, PUES to find i 
ae mpre MP. instr, i LANCE 10 save You the ructic 
Print inst and load Playability 90 frase thefenens more Tully and S3Bhlcs aoe 

Of the ‘optic lue for money 40% Options offers a 

but defaults to the TAPE filing 
system when saving a game. 

As you are not told which exits 
ae view: you ts try every 
direction — just to see if there’ 
anything there —andas ome can 
kill this is vital, 

‘The adventure can be mapped. 
with little effort, although special 
attention needs to be given to 
certain areas. 

You are given a few command 

Epic, 10 Gladstone Street, 
Kibworth Beauchamp, Leicester 

“So you want to be a Kni 
boomed Arthur — King, to you 
= avoiding all the usual clichés, 
““Find the Holy Grail, then!”* So, 
what does knight errant do? Off — wordsto start and then you areon he goes! your own. The game and type of The game loaded perfectly and problems it poses are, by now, 
played well, using mode 7 colours 
to good effect. With over 230 
locations there is quite a lot to 
discover and many hazards to 
overcome. 

The first two characters youare i 
likely to run into are the blue and Prarhice 
the black knights. Some charac- Value for money 
ters are friendly, some not so — 
it’s up to you to discover which. ik &k & x] 

‘The game can be saved to disc 

fairly standard — not necessarily 
predictable, but very enjoyable 
for all that. ‘iw, 

instructions 90% 
850% 
n/a 
90% 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

If you enjoy word games such as 
Scrabble, you and your family 
are sure to get a lot of fun from 
my Wordsquare game for the 
Spectrum. 

It’s for two or more players 
who compete against each other 
to find asmany words as they can 
from a four by four box on the 
screen, 

How it works 
10-170 selects 16 letters from 

tring 2S, and places them in 
¥S for printing 

180-260 title and instruction: 
option 

300-630 routine to draw border 
and "die" 

700-770 place the letters on the 
“die” 

1000-1010 set up game board 
1020-1030 set clock to zero 
1040-1140 digital clock routine 
1150-1160 time up message 
1180-1250 display points system 
2000-2560 instructions 
3000-3030 check for a keypres: 

There is a three-minute time 
limit — a digital clock ticks away 
inthe bottom left of the screen — 
and there’s a flashing message 
when time is up. 

The program contains all the 
instructions for playing the game 
and there is a demonstration 
routine showing the ways in 
which letters can be combined to 
form words. 

Have funi 

¥ ace) 
tei To 16 
kein (RNDWLO) #4 

te ter a 
ire 

130 Ley yecyecreraninet 
So ter ete 
too NeXT 
150 Ren 
too Ren Tee 
too wen 
boo BORDER 2: 
Bio print At 2 

paint At 8 
30 Grint ine 21 PAPER 

PAPER 3: INK 

300 INVERSE 1: INK 
G10 PRINT AT 6,101, 
fo FOR 127 TORS 

Sso PRINT AT 4,101" “#41 
ago NEXT! . 
Goo PRINT AT 165105 
Seo INVERSE OF INK 7. 
Soo Let mao: LET 9 
510 FOR ine TO 
320 FOR Jen TO 

{7 THEN LET kod 
120 

INT (RNDES? 

ft *WORDSQUARE™ 

Are you as 
good as your 

words? 
(Se ee 

Gather the family around the 
computer for this enjoyable 
word game, written for the 

im by HCW regular David 
Nowotnik. He also explains how 

to convert it for the 2X81 

‘A sample screen from Wordsquare 

10 
20 
30 
40 
0 
40 
20 LET a@=*vgtniextbriopelusta 

enosdnoramahugeykimba) oan 

Wordaquare 9 
Momotntk 

1903 
REM Initieiien 
Ren 

$30 LET yes: Ler xet 340 PLOT x,y: DRAW 0,12 980 LET yey-ar LET xoxes 360 FOR k=l TO 12 370 PLOT x,y: DRAW 0,14 390 LET xenti: NEXT & 390 Ler yayes 
600 PLOT x,y! DRAW 0,12 10 NEXT 5 

NEXT 5 
430 RETURN 
200 INK 0: 340 Let tai 
720 FOR imi2 To 1e ster 2 730 FOR i=8 To 14 STEP 2 240 PRINT AT 3, 11ymie) 350 LET tates 
260 NEXT 3: NEXT 4 270 RETURN 

1000 60 SUB 300 
1010 60 sus 700 
1020 POKE 23672,0 
4030 POKE 23673,0 
1040 LET minwo! Ler 
4030 LET timeo 1060 IF times0> (PEEK 2367242! 1060 
4070 LET secemeces: miner 
i080 
1090 
1100 
1410 
4120 
1130 

PAPER 7 

ar cls 
Nowotnsk™ 

maT 18,05" Do >" jou want inate 

“0 

4,208" * 
LET timstimeso 
LET s8=*Time = IF wecci0 THEN 
LET serssesTRe 
PRINT AT 20,15 

SORPEEK 23673) THEN oo To 
IF wec=60 THEN LET seceot LET mine 

sesTRE mingt:* 
LET eeeest-o- 

IF mincS THEN 00 TO 1080 

Hints on conversion 
to ZX81 

The die drawing routine 
(500-630) involves high. resolu- 
tion drawing, therefore must 
either be omitted, or replaced by 
‘routine which achieves a similar 
‘effect using the ZX81's chunky 
graphic characters. 

The program will then operate 
‘on the ZX8) apart from the cl 
routine, and the following line 
changes should produce a digital 
clock on the 2X81: 
1020 POKE 16436,255 
1030 POKE 16437,255 
1050 LET TIM = 65535 
1060 IF TIM~S0_ (PEEK 

16436 +256*PEEK 16437) 
THEN GOTO 1060 

1080 LET TIM= TIM—50. 
You will, of course, have to 

Separate multi-statement lines, 
and omit the demonstration 
routine (2200-2410) in the 
instructions. 

Main variables 
#5 holds the letters from which 

16 are sélected to appear on 
the die 

YS holds the 16 letters which will 
be printed on the die 

s() array indicator of the letters 
selected 

m,n,x,y, screen position vari: 
ables to draw the die 

tim, min, see clock routine vari 
ables 

ig loop variables 
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SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
2260 READ xe: FOR j=1 TO 4 
2270 READ 9(3): NEXT 3 
2280 DATA “malt~,22928,22930,22864,22802 
2290 DATA “cone, 22860, 22798, 22862, 22926 
2300 DATA “neim™,22924,22926,22864,22928 
2310 DATA “mast ,22928,22930,22866, 22002 
2320 DATA “melt, 22928, 22926, 22064, 22002 
2330 FOR s=1 TO 4: PAUSE 100 
2340 POKE 913), 104: NEXT 3 
2350 PAUSE 50: PRINT AT 10,24; FLASH 11x. 
2360 PAUSE 200 
2370 FOR $=1 TO 4: POKE 9(3),56 
2380 PRINT AT 10,241" 
2390 NEXT 4 
2800 PRINT AT 19,21 "How many more can you 
2410 GO SUB 3000 
2420 PRINT AT 2,11) "WORDSQUARE* 
2430 PRINT : PRINT * Proper nam 
2440 PRINT “and words spel 
2850 PRINT : PRINT = When tim 
2460 PRINT * 
2470 PRINT “appearing 
off all tists on* 
2480 PRINT “it appears. Once this 4 
or each player is" 
2490 PRINT “totalled. 
en at the end of @ 
2495 PRINT 
auare> 
2500 PRINT : PRINT = The winne: 
fing most in that gas 
2510 PRINT “or the player with the highest total over 
preset number of 
2520 PRINT “9 

wien RUN, 
2530 00. SUB 3000 
2340 PRINT AT 4,217Pr 
2380 00 SUB 3010, 
2360 LET ye=ws: G0 TO 1000 
2930 STOP 
3000 PRINT AT 21,21"Preas any key to continu 
3010 IF INKEYSC>"* THEN 00 TO 3010 
3020 IF INKEY®="* THEN 00 TO 3020 
3030 CLS : RETURN 

TisO PRINT AT 20,18; FLASH 11" Time up * 
4160 PAUSE 500 
1170 PAPER 
1180 PRINT 
4190 PRINT sat 6,24) "Points 
i200 PRINT AT @,1i°S or @75AT 265727 
1210 PRINT AT 10,357571AT 10,265°2" 
4220 PRINT AT 12,3576" FAT 12,265°3" 
[250 PRINT AT 14,35°775AT 14,261°5" ae 
{200 PRINT AT 16,05°@ oF more"tAT 16,265710 
1280 STOP 
2000 ELS i PRINT AT 2,115 "WORDSQUARE™ 
Joio PRINT : PRINT * Wordaquare is 2 9a 
2020 PRINT "to six players, aged from eight” 
oso PRINT “to adult.*! PRINT : 
Zoao PRINT © the object is to list as many” 
Zos0 PRINT ‘words as possible within a timer 
ree PRINT ciimit of three minutes, from thegrid o 

S850 print : PRINT = Each player must have @ pen and 
paper, and be position* ee es 
boo PRINT “around the TV set so that other play’ 
not see his/her * 
2090 PRINT "paper." 
2100 00 SUB 3000 
2110 PRINT AT 2,115 "WORDSGUARE™ 
2izo PRINT ¢ PRINT "AS soon a 
3iso PRINT “at the bottom of the scr 
piao PRINT “atart to write down all 

SiSo print “that you can find. Words are 
he use of adjoining" Ws 3 
leo PRINT ‘letters. The letters must Join in 

NEXT 44 
tor tot 

abbreviations* 
with hyphens: not all 

layer in turn reads out hi Vist of wor 
on more than one list i= crom 

How to score is shown on the acre 
: PRINT AT 4,101 "WORDS 

te esther the playersco 

@ct sequence to spell” 
2170 PRINT "the word 
Gn, but no letter can"} eo 
Sta PRINT “can be med more than once in 
ra.* 
2190 Go suB 3000 
2200 PRINT AT 4,65 "Here im an ex 
2210 PAUSE 200: CLS e 
2220 LET wenyst LET y8e"achioneakimetes 
2230 G0 SUB 300: 00 SUB 700 
240 RESTORE 

2250 FOR imi TOS: DIM 9(4) 

Tey may join on in any direct! To play another game, restart t 

a key to start a game’ 

dvertisements. 

Hf an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right. 
ASA\Ltd., Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. 
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A 
PROGRAMMABLE 

PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
The AGF Programmable Joystick Interface is 
aunique design offering the use of any Atari- 
compatible joystick with absolutely all soft- 

whether it is cassette or ROM cart- 
ridge, with the Sinclair Spectrum or ZX81. 
‘The hardware programmable interface re- 
quires no additional software and accurately replicates the keys of the computer in a manner which is responsive to absolutely ALL key reading methods, both BASIC and Machine Code. 
The interface does not interfere with key 
operation and can therefore be used simul 
taneously with the keyboard. 
There is no need to remove the interface once 
fitted as the rear extension connector will 
accommodate further expansion, i.e printers 
or RAM packs etc. This important feature avoids excessive wear to the expansion port. 
The key replication principle pioneered by AGF means that your own programs can use eight, directional joystick movement by utilising simple key reading BASIC. 
Two joystick sockets are provided which 
share the same keys, for use with the 
majority of two player games. Several inter~ 
faces may be used on the same computer for 
multiple joystick applications. 
The interface is programmed by a two digit 
code, which is looked up on a programming chart supplied, for each direction and firing 

ie two numbers are then selectex 
of leads which are clipped onto 
jely numbered strips on the inter- 

‘Once configured this can be marked on a 
Quick. Reference Programming Card for 
storing with the game. As the programming 
is not power dependent the interface retains 
the last configuration made and can be 

JOYSTICK 
INTERFACE 

for 

or 2X81 

KEY FEATURES 
* Programmable design gives TOTAL soft- 

ware support. 
epts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 
ighter, Quick Shot, Le Stick etc. 

* Rear extension connector for all other 
add-ons. 

* Free demo program and instructions, 

Mo, paca 

Spectrum “AS 
PACKAGE CONTENTS SUPPLIED 
© Programmable Interface Module as illus- trated, complete with clip-on’ program: ming leads. 
© Self adhesive programming chart de how to define which key is simulated by UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE. 

This can be'fixed on to the case of your 
computer or if preferred the protective 
backing can be left on, The chart i 
of a very durable reverse printed plastic 
and is extremely easy to read. 

© One pack of ten Quick gramming Cards for at-a-glance setti 
fo your games requirements. The 
allows you to he ation in 
an easy to rea space to, record the software title and company 

* Video Graffiti demonstration program which is written totally in BASIC to illus- 
trate how all eight directions and fire can be read. This is also a useful high resolution drawing program, 

© 12 months guarantee and full written instructions. 

JOYST|CKS 
CONTROLLERS 
FOR USE WITH OUR INTERFACE 
Module or VIC 20, Commodore 64, 

Atari VCS, Atari 400, Atari 800 
If you require extra Joy: 
original interface module 

‘OLD’ Joysticks 
immediately used when next switched on. ONLY £7.54 inc VAT + P&P 
PLEASE ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY ALL ORDERS CONFIRMED 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 
ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR 

arty ITEM ITEM PRICE TOTAL 
[PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 33.95 

JOYSTICK(S) 7.54 
; PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 1.00 

ONE | VIDEO GRAFFITI FREE 
zx81 OO = ZX SPECTRUM Please tick FINAL TOTAL, 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION 



for early learners, 

More than fun and games! 

by Primer Educational Sofware 
he ever-popular Mr. Men help prepare 
young children for reading with four 
simple and absorbing games designed 

to exercise essential skills as well as entertain. 
An easy-to-use, colour-coded key guide 

isincluded with an illustrated introductory 
book, featuring the Mr. 
Men. Forages 4to8 
years. Available now on 
cassette for the BBC B, 
Spectrum 48K and 
Electron. £8.95 

UG 
PO TEENESE NG 

by Whdgit Software 
wo mind-stretching, space-age games 
totest mental arithmetic and nimble 
fingers. 

In Sum Vaders alien robots invade the 
earth. Only quick thinking and fast reactions 
can prevent them. Several levels of difficulty 
and atwo-player game with ahandicap 
option make Sum Vaders equally testing for 
all family members, from 8 years to adult. 

Robot Tables challenges the young 
player to make a series of perfect robots. 

Knowing your multiplication 

and more ad- 
vanced children, 
tomaster an 
important and, 
often neglected 
skill. 

Available now on cassette for the 
Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64, BBC B 
and Electron. £6.95 

CAESAR 
THE CAT 

byAndromeda Sofware 
eet Caesar, acheeky young cat on 
duty ina well-stocked larder. He's 
kept busy chasing a gang of hungry 

mice eating the family's food. Playing against 
the clock, you guide Caesar along crowded 
shelves to pounce on the mice. 

A fast, colourful, all-action, arcade-style 
game with catchy music and a best-score 
record. Challenging for high-scoring arcade 
addicts as well as great fun to play forthe 
novice, 

Available on cassette for the 
Commodore 64 

Prices include VATand post and packaging 
MIRRORSOFT programs are available from selected 
branches of WH. Smith and Boots, and other 
leading software stockists. 
Trade enquiries welcome: phone 01-822 3580 

tablesis the key to controlling the 
robot-making machine. With a 
learning mode and atesting 
mode, Robot Tablesis a fun way SOFTWARE FOR ALL THE FAMILY 

JoMIRRORSOFT, POBox 0 Bromiy. 
Kent, {enclose a cheque/PO | 

Fiat hp wie Men 
|e 

Caesarea) 
ote apples Great rt a fe oy Pe moe 

made payable to"Readers’ Account: No roa Newpapa card 
Oc pease debi ny ACCESSIBARCLAYCARO fo the sum of 

ete ar rs Ge Nese Ce ag 



Fruit Machine Yate orci yy choosing an initial 
TI-99/4A £4.95 stake of up to 990 pence. Try 

entering 435 and it will be thrown 
Christine Computing, 6 Florence back at you with a haughty ‘this 
Close, Watford, Herts machine only accepts 10p coins’ 

Why you aren’t told this in the 
Fruit machine programs are ten- first place is beyond me. 
a-penny and they eallyneedtobe ‘There is something of a Catch 
something special in order to grip 22here in that if you likereal fruit 
ind hold the player's attention. machines then this game won't 
They are so simple that the appeal to you, and if you don't 

Texas manual gives such a pro- mind the absence of hard cash the 
Texas manual gives such a pro mind absense nas ora ; 
eR Bo, c | Why risk pulling a muscle when 
xcamenains and terion psya on ou can play ese games By 
Soca, “Sate money an just twitching your fingers 
Holmes to understand some of the" apuionss Shift for, Up our reviewers report on five 
tually peas cba you shoud 
usethe sift key with dhe numbers simulation tapes 
iesand' for rodgngy reading baiween inne: Rede 123 

Super Fruits minor bug where it appears that 
32K BBC £6.95 itekeyboard bufferisnot flushed 

prior to input 
dk’tronics, Shire Hill Industrial This has the effect that if you 
Estate, Saffron Waldon, Essex _hold thestart key down for ashort 

time, the repeat action of the keys 
This game gives you the oppor- fills the buffer with start signals 
tunity to play. fruit machines for and the fruit machine will con umes UP pul or ae 
aslongasyou tke withouthaving inv fo spin without the player ne of thosegamey is Would be A uo ay “ecoae {o feed the machine with money. pressing the start key gunsatdescen te YOU fire course er SAE iS ke 
Of course, the main drawback is" Although this is a well-pro: Similar. In tage sentiM8 eagles, or values "4 Ach hole hast the 
that you won't win any money — duced piece of software, I foundit Of eacomPetent The Mg 
from the machine, but you can't got rather boring after a short golf. not exces Phics are adequar have itall ways, can you? time, Finally, it lacks the excite cd graphic. really feral gual: And goltdoes eat 

The program is a good simula: ment of areal machine, but it may 4 itself to SOL mene 
tion of afruit machine with allthe well appeal to the younger age 
usual features such as ‘hold’, — group. 5 GT. handicap! 
‘nudge’ and ‘double or lose 1 vise Ueh there ising An a 

Graphics on the spinning instructions 90% a On which club to Would bea cine!" 10 playe wheels are excellent, with very playability 50% ind Aitection of “useful improvement. realistic fruits. Sound effects are graphics 90% iGated on a small eg S80t is “ne, 
quite pleasant, with the abilityto value for money 70% , compass, ‘0Struction a switch them off it required, Playability 80% The controls are well planned Braphics 70% 
and easy to use, but I did find one value for m some joney % 

Fenty Te pame melts del 
cricket represented in Ps, wean Colt alvays mis on te fist attempt 
Cea rae Ses iow sore QBK LYNX ET.95 he fosucion ar hnitea to 

ABK SPECEFUMM {iid our forays PES the operation of the pane tat 
£4.95 and that on nlovies eT more Gem, Unit D, The Maltings, — and assume a working knowledge 

Your turn to DO field and Station Road, Sawbridgeworth, of golf, but most of the rules and rrcmoney inertia ss Hers techniques can be worked out 
The graphics are good, with a 

This is an 18 hole golf course split screen configuration giving 
simulation. You have a full set of the graphical display on the top 
clubs andcan set yourownhandi- and next input/output on the 
cap and other options. The hole bottom. 
that youare currently onisshown The tape takes a while to load 

Alanson Computing, 9 nine ge 

Alanon Comte Chores tancs MEMS mite esas 

sures in fall wou ; 
Goxtures here is save gE 
Tyan if vou wih 304 tn 
ait anSraw overs, and. MO¥E 
FSkiP ain time. This las featur 

the West Indes Mefoy Cricket forward in WAS ble for real life inal Bo ndravbace Sipe miout problem on 
Captain 10 thoose aleemeriexet! eer isits slowness. Itisquite difficult Overall, an interesting simula- 

Your first job Ie GON ot Cricket Cana icy to use if you are not a golfer and tion for golf addicts, but there's 
team either e ror one of your amusing didn’t know all of the terms to do. c 
counties provides realistic simulation: mabe ra Cee ras) ay Wvth golf but wilh samepracice | mortal MD. 
own ea gsee [Bp | soucan getthehang of 

Then you haven selection, — instructions 85% Putting tends to be awkward. instructions 30% 
problems of team slechen:  Piayability SR PB “There is no cost up shor or the” playabiity d0% 
bowling and battite filesheldon graphics thes prcenton tie screeneentatie Nese thi 80% 
youare helped bY IMS ails of his value for money directing a putt from ahelicopter. value for money 60% 
cach player giving It’s pretty difficult to judge 
abil. i ving these preliminaries distance correctly, so putts nearly 
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TELEPLUS 

Sturdy all metal frame in Matt Black or Cream * 27%” wide, 
enough to accommodate the largest home computer with tape or 
{disc drive side by side * Choice of three veneers — Black, Pine or 
Dark Oak % Elevated T.V. shelf strong enough to carry even a 26” 

‘model % Side mounted attachment for holding manual or 
magazine * On castors for easy movement %A modem piece of 
furniture for Home or Office % Overall size: 36H x 28D x 27%4W. 

£49.95 inc. of Postage and Packaging 
TELEPLUS ‘COMPANION’ 

All metal frame in Matt Black %Inclined veneered top 
Use on floor or whilst in the comfort of your easy chair 

x Overall size @H x @Dx @W. 
£18.95 inc. of Postage and Packaging. 

BOTH SUPPLIED IN FLAT PACK 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

aty Frame Veneer 
‘Teleplus ‘Popular = C) Black = L)_—_ Back (Ebony) 
‘Teleplus ‘Companion’ [] Cream () p 

NAME .. 
ADDRESS ia 7 ; 

5 Sites TEL. No newss 
Enclose Cheque/PO payable to TELEPLUS LTD. and send to: 

TELEPLUS LTD, 
Hawthorns, New Sporle Road, Swaffham, Norfolk. 

Telephone orders: SWAFFHAM (0760) 24394 
PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY. 

TEXAS TI-99/4A 
BUY WHILE STOCKS LAST 

Speech Synthesiser 34.95 Music Maker 
Munchman Extended BASIC 
Oldies But Goodies 5. Chess 
Amazing . Joysticks 
Hunt The Wumpus 10. Editor Assembler 
Attack . 32K RAM (TI) 
Adventure/Pirate i Tombstone City 
Adventure Cassettes 5. Games Writer 1 
Hangman . Games Writer 2 
Yahtzee . Starter Pack 1 
Zero Zap is Starter Pack 2 
Connect 4 SeoceeSSSEBen BSSSSRREEEEE 

COMPUTERS VCS GAMES MACHINE 
Pole Position 4 Pole Position 
Donkey Kong. Super Cobra 
Caverns of Mars a Q.Bert 
Dig Dug i Dig Dug 
Tennis i Battlezone 
Lone Raider 3 Tennis 

PLUS FULL RANGE OF ATARI, PARKER, CBS, 
ACTIVISION AND IMAGIC SOFTWARE. 

All prices include VAT & postage. Send SAE for full list 
nd Cheque with order or phone using credit card. 

60 High Street, Maidstone, Kent 
Telephone: =z 

(0622) 682575 & 679265 
Ly 
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TIO9I4A 

BLAST IT 
Disarm bombs with a wire guided robot, 
bombs must be disarmed in order within a 
time limit. 5 levels of play, high score table. 

CORE! 
A three part game, move left and right as 
you descend through the clouds, birds and 
aeroplanes. On to the caves and caverns 
then through the 3-D maze to the Core. 

FRUIT MACHINE 
One arm bandit simulation featuring random 
hold, nudge and gamble. ‘Reels’ are fixed 
and can be learnt but motion is random. 

UFO 
Blast the aliens as they appear from hyper- 
space, features 3 levels of play, refuel etc. 

SPUDZ 
Score points as you collect potatoes without 
getting caught in the shadow cast by the 
setting sun or falling into your trench. £4.95 

COMMODORE 64 
MUNCHER 

100% machine code game making good use 
of the sound and graphic facilities of the 
64. Munch your way around the maze 
avoiding the ghosts, etc. £6.95 

Send Cheques and Postal Orders to: 

CHRISTINE COMPUTING, 6 FLORENCE CLOSE, 
WATFORD, HERTS WD2 6AZ 

Tel: Watford (0923) 672941 
Please add 55p P&P per order. 



SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
pei game, take on the computer or friends at these games of 
skill and judgement £5.50 

WHE££LER DEALER 

As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A and Dragon. £5.50 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 

This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. ‘‘Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 

gram makes Commodore’s Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheapand nasty.’” Home Computing Weekly 
No, 20 19/7/83 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from the author of Jackpot. 100% machine code, 
joystick or keyboard control 

PACMANIA - 
Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 

maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) y 

This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “BUGSY” will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
‘An original compulsive and challenging game 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 

Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any 

memory size, but needs 3K expansion. . £7.50 

COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 

At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” the ultimate Fruit Machine program for 
the VIC . £5.50 
(available from Ist Nov) 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and 
WESTMINSTER 

RED ALERT 
A game for 1-4 players, with sound and graphics. Make 
money in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police, 
hire secret agents, (some of whom can be treacherous), 
negotiate for weapons, find and attack the secret rocket 
base to launch the missile, and watch the havoc and 
destruction caused. There’s no turning back from 
“RED ALERT” £5.50 

WHE££LER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER £5.50 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module £5.50 
PURCHASE LEDGER 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nett purchases, V.A.T. £14.50 
Disk Version .... £17.00 
(available from Ist Nov) 

SALES LEDGER — As Above £14.50 
Disk Version .. £17.00 

CHIPMON — Contains a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 
the CBM 64 

BANK MANAGER — As our Super Bank aaah 

Now available on disc with ad 
Full documentation with all 

Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 
Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. 

Tel: 0492 49747 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export and UK distribution. 

lll programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 extra. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



/4A PROGRAM 

Race for 
your life 

Get on your bike for a fast- 
moving two-player game. 
Playle wrote Laser ne Bike 
for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

You are in a fast-moving “ass 
inh isso ori game. é tee a 

leaves a ral. Crash imo it, or isan weaves comes 
ees aaa so YOU ease eae cree 

ally; pene’ te estat sour | tals hanty wos eabeen 

100 REM 
110 CALL CLERR 
128 CALL 
490 FOR cOLe1 TO 8 
{a8 CALL COLORCCOL 16/1) 
150 818138 
468 NEXT COL 
178 FOR COL2=9 TO 11 
Yee CALL COLORCCOL2,€/1> 
198 NEXT COL2 
Bea PRINT “LASER BIKE RACE" 
210 PRINT 
eae PRINT “THE IDEA OF THIS GANE IS TO" 
328 PRINT "AVOID CPRSHING THTO YOUR* 
ree PRINT “OPPONENT'S TRATL OF EVEN YOUR HN. 
250 PRINT 
Bee PRINT "TO MOVE THE BLUE BIKE* 
30 PRINT "USE KEYSCA,H)S)29" 
280 PRINT 
eee PRINT “TO MOVE THE RED BIKE" 
gee PRINT "USE KEYSCL»Pr) «>?" 
218 PRINT 
Be PRINT "REST QUT OF NINE WINS!" 
a0 FoR PRI“1 70 4 
340 PRINT 
250 NEXT PPI 
oe MEINT tpress the space bar to start” 
378 CALL KEYS? 
ee IF Se8 THEN 370 
Soo IF Kase THEN 420 ELSE 378 
Jee REM END INSTRUCTIONS 
Sie REN DEFINE. CHARS 
420 CALL CLEAR 
120 OAL GHARC 128, "LB2CQC183C302C 18" > 
4ee CALL chart tae. "1eacacieacacacia” > 
fee CALL CHARC 129," 1832301833018" > 
ee CALL CHARC 137, "18ACICSC1S3C3016" > 
ioe CALL CHARC 128, "OOB076FFFF76" > 
450 CALL CHAR 136 
foe CALL CHARC 131 "@OOOSEFFFFEE” > 
Soe CALL CHARC 199, "QQOAKEFFFFEE™ 
Re CaLL CHAR 192, "FFFFFFFEFFFFFFFE™ 
S20 caLL CHARC 148, "FEFFRFEFEFEFEFE! 
ee CALL CHARC 144, “FFELAIS1A1A1SIFF" > 
338 GALL conc 159, "eFTRFFFFPFFFFFFE™ > 
Se gen END DEFINE CHARS 
560 REM DEFINE COLOURS 
Sra CALL COLORC13,5,16) 1410 care 
Seo CALL COLOR(14-10;16> 

20 COTO 1599 

eo CALL COLOR(15:16.1> 
omen 

Zee cone cOLORC 1,7/1) 
é1@ FOR coLee TO 2 
620 CALL COLORCCOL, 16:79 
620 NEXT COL 
G40 REM END DEFINE COLOURS 

@ YARTABLES 

680 CALL CLEAR 
690° REN SET YARIAGLES AND 
691 REM DRAM SCREEN 
7a@ Kai2 
710 Y= 
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ENO ScAN KEYS PED ya7e REM 2578 Gen MOVE RED 

2,82) Y24E2, 140? 

33 
ies ten eee 

>» cag 
1748 Cat Semen 2) 

EXT RANG 19 ELSE 1780 1768 NEXT SONG ey 1010 ELSE t 
Yep ena. en 2148 

THEN 2149, 
gor START 
BLUE 

(aco 1 ‘een tf Fa 
Soo vex 
138 Gove, 1208 
1320 Nexet 1988 Goro, 1200 
San vovrt 

NEW REVISED 
PRICES 

TEXASINSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE 
EXTENDED BASI 

PARSEC ....... 

MUNCHMAN... 

ADVENTURE/PIRATE 

TUNNELS OF DOOM. 
CHISHOLM TRAIL 

EARLY READING .. 

SEND SAE FOR FULL PRICE LIST 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/POs 

PAYABLE TO 

PARCO 
Electrics 
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4a Dorset Place 
New Street 

Honiton, Devon 
Tel: 44425 

CAINE 

1980 GOT) Tam 1950 yeysy 72? 
1978 GOTO 1299 

© Et END AUTO Hove $ 
2000 IF Dam Ty, AUTO MOVE 

on 2000 cars 2060 xonnolr 
2878 GoTo 1409 
2889 Youyo-t 2098 GoTo iss0 
Bite convert '@ GoTo 2118 GOTO i509 
2130 Ren 

RED 
+SCORE DISPLAY 

2180 Print UE BIKE SCORED «p29 
PRINT pp 2200 For peiey yBTKE SCORED 08 

2268 6; 2288 CALL Kevc2.K,gy 

WINNER 
‘THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 

PREDICTS —_Not just SCOREDRAWS, but NOSCORES, 
WAYS and HOMES, 

ITWORKS — We guarantee the program performs signifi 
cantly better than chance 

ADAPTABLE “‘Poolswinner” allows the precise prediction 
formula to be set by the user — you can 
develop and test your own unique method. 
Probabilities are given on every fixture — 
choose as many or as few selections as you 
wish 
Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction 
booklet 
The program comes complete with the largest 
database available — over 20,000 matches. 
The database automatically updates as results 
come in 

APPLE, BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM 
(48K), 2X81 (16K) 
£15 (all inclusive) 

EASY TO USE 

DATABASE 

We produce databases for those developing their own prediction 
rogram. Two years results £7.50. Five years results £12.50 

Available from dealers, or direct (return of post) from 

a Selec Software FLY 
(37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061-428 7425 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 



A NEW DIMENSION IN EXCITEMENT FROM VORTEX SOFTWARE. 
Stop the advance of the Millitoids. Survive the maze [PLEASE RUSH ME 

of death, rationalise the paradox zone and overcome — SPECTRUM 48K-———— 
the dangers encountered in the flatlands. | KEYBOARD/JOYSTICK OPTION 

Achieve this and retum to the As (JANDROID TWO) £5,95 EACH 
transporter capsule before the deadline. vg pe el 2 
But beware. There are lethal Hoverdroids. | ) TOTAL VALUE £ 

Enclose PO/cheque payable to VORTEX SOFTWARE, 3D full colour graphic effects, machine 
code fast action and multi-screen 
wraparound zones make Android Two a 
mindblowing action game 

Bouncers and land mines everywhere, f) 5 

ps SOFTWARE) : 
‘Send to mail order address: {VORTEX SOFTWARE 280 BROOKLANDS ROAD MANCHESTER M239, 

SE Raa Y | SA mums we 
Vortex are always seeking exciting new programs. Contact us or send sample ———————_— 



RICHARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 

A HOME BUDGETING & BANKING SYSTEM 
THAT REALLY MAKES YOUR 
Soest SPECTRUM WORK! 

Aprofessional style multi function 
Cash Controller program that can 
load and make an entry in just 90 
SECONDS ... thanks to its ZX 

MICRODRIVE MICRODRIVE COMPATIBILITY. If 

COMPATIBLE fou're not ready to upgrade to 
licrodrive yet, this easy to use 

cassette pi ram can handle up to 
400 transactions with your 
Spectrum, almost filling the 48K 
memory of your computer. 

BANK ACCOUNT @ PRINTOUT FACILITY 
@ Statements on demand from any USING ZX PRINTER 

Srioerte © FULL SECURITY WITH @ Holds up to 400 transactions. 
@ Standing order facility PERSONAL PASSWORD 
@ All transactions can be @ FULLSAVE PROGRAM 
automatically coded to allocateup to. QNITO CASSETTE OR 
16 budget headings. MICRODRIVE 
@ Search facility for any single item 
by description or amount. Available from good computer 

stores or direct by mail order... 

HOME BUDGETING ata price that won't upset 
@ 16 budget headings, e.g. Gas, the Bank Manager! 
Rates, Car, Tax - you can choose the 
headings 
@ Highlights under/over spending 
@ Full budget expenditure 

FIRST FOR 
MICRODRIVE 

WITH 2X MICRODRIVE Pe a a ee eS 
Credit Card Hotline (06286) 63531 LS ='2S— 

‘breakdown Dealer enquiries welcome. Generous discounts. 

@ Budget “re-think” facility oe 1 
PRIO! MAIL ORDER 

LOAN/MORTGAGE ease: CASH CONTROLLERS I 
CALCULATOR aat £9195 each including past & packing (overseas 
All you ever wanted to know but £9.9 ? & -s 
didn’t like to ask! Calculates 
@ Interest rates 
@ Payback periods I 
@ Capital sum ae enquiries = 
@ Period of loan J enclose cash/cheque/P.O. payable t toRichard I 

aenenas amcianel sheds oe 
REMEMBER THIS CASSETTE Or credit my Access/VISA Card Number I 

CAN ALSO BE USED il 

I 
al 

RICHARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
ELM HOUSE, 23-25 ELMSHOTT LANE, CIPPENHAM. SLOUGH, BERKS. TEL. (06286) 63531 



Gobbler 64 mirrors the famous 
arcade game and includes all of 
the usuals such as bonus fruits 
and disappearing mazes. 

The rules of game are well 
known, but if you aren't familiar 
with them I will explain them. 
You are the yellow round bali 
which has to’ move around the 
mazes eating dots and power 
pods which enables you to eat the 
awesome ghost which chases you 
around the mazes. 

There are three mazes which 
you have to beat. The first maze 
that you are faced with is the 

second hardest of the three. With 
this maze you are not allowed to 
pass through the walls of the 
maze but unfortunately the ghost 
can. 

The second maze is the hardest 
of the lot. This is because as 
before you can’t pass through the 
walls, and as an added obstacle 
you can't see the walls either! 

The third maze is the easiest of 
them all. With this maze you are 
allowed to go through the walls. 
‘Once you have completed this 
maze you are faced with the first 
maze again, 
When you RUN the program 

the word GOBBLER will appear 
‘on thescreen, and a few moments 
later your gobbler will appear and 
Start to eat everything that's on 
the screen 

f FonTooTOsit PORET +1490. FeLi 

Imagine 
you're a 

yellow ball 
trapped ina 

maze... 
Ee eae 

Now you can add to your 
collection of arcade-like classics 
with Gobbler 64. Richard Gibbs 
wrote it for the Commodore 64 

with some unexpected 
features 

1 Aero sc00 

ae FoRtrOneett Noes peneoeaoe Pb a3 

‘Seoosonecumor TABOO t AUN 

0 itt 3 ircostveasv= the 3m [reocimaNvashenevee Cc 
i Ie mange 

3 irre ine 
eto 

TEE yao FunRnoTOLOOSTEP20 FO 
year ce iciewreD Cc -soTeleOE 

1) M1 soy Coene cw cose ote vine (12cm fa een are) Orns 

S Exest PORES, 300 CSc ae ris eeaa: ss coTOUe “8 Poesee: Seo 

re eseai reDat 3S Relnrreaane 335 Poneenitaey ice Pelican avena. 

After that he will attempt to 
display the titles and after his 
failed first attempt he will 
manage it. When the titles are 
fully displayed you will be asked 
at what level you wish topplay, 1 to 
5, 1 being the easiest and 5 being, 
the hardest, When you enter the 
level use FI and use the fire 
button or space bar to begin. 

When you play the game you 
can use the joystick in port one or 
use the following keyboard 
controls: 
CTRL left 
left arrow down 
key Lup 
key 2 right 
@ Asusual, Commodire control 
characters ‘in. the listing are 

seater they appear. The 
REMscan, of course, be omitted, 

Steen mucsCAEDICRA 
Steen ew teed) cH c2CREDICILA 
igen ucts ReSYCIEREDIENUND aan 

ee FencreD hi RASUrEGjiiitaEDIEASEMEDNE ROARED ILA ae ee 
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PRESENTS 
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 

SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

EASTWOODMANOR SCREWBALL 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

ow" ARE WOPrMm °5.cRAS. 
FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

ANY OF THESE £ 5 iS 9 5 INCLUDING P & P. VAT 
GAMES FOR JUST AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 726155. 

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

TO POLARSOFT LTD PLEASE SUPPLY 

ENTERPRISE HOUSE IT ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR 
ELDER WAY NAME 

STEVENAGE ADDRESS 

HERTS SG1 1TL 
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LUNAR JETMAN- 48k zx 
Spectrum 

LUNAR JETMAN - For the 48K. 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum 
LUNARJETMAN | The Ut 

PSSST - 19/48k 2x 
Spectrum 

ikaw’ | we = 

BUS The GA 

even ee 

PLAS THE GAME 

COOKIE- 1648 2x 
Spectrum 

ive Concept and ail those extra 
ties you expect from the 
UTIMATE games people 

Design - The ULTIMATE PLAY THE 
GAME design team. 



Top Ten program 

Atic Atac 
‘Lunar Jetman 
‘Ant Attack 
Jetpak 
Pyramid 
Kong 
Death Chase 
Chequered 
Flag 

9 Manic Miner 
40 Pool 

iy H. Compiled by W. 
are last week's PO: 

| Smith. Figures in 
ions. 

Ultimate (1) 

Ultimate (2) 
Quicksilva (3) 
Ultimate (—) 
Fantasy (—) 
‘Ocean (-) 
‘Micro Mega (6) 

Psion (10) 
bug. Byte (4) 
cps (-) 

brackets 

Top Ten programs for the Commodore 64 

Frogger 
Arcadia 
Spriteman 
Hover Bover 
Motor Mania 
Crazy Kong 
Quick Thinking 
Gridrunner 64 
Hungry Horace 
Purple Turtle Secaramson= 

Interceptor (1) 
Imagine (—) 
Interceptor (3) 
Llamsoft (-) 
Audiogenic (6) 
Interceptor (4) 
Mirrorsoft (5) 
Llamsoft (—) 
M.House (7) 
Quicksilva (9) 

Compiled by Websters. Figures in brackets are last 
week's positions 

Manic Miner 
The Hobbit 
Valhalla 
Jetpac 
Hunchback 
3D Ant Attack 

Corvanswen 

Hunter Kitler 
White Knight 
The Hobbit 
Chequered Flag 
Knife of Kishtu 
Chuckie egg 
Jetpak 
Twin Kingdom 
Valley 

Bug-Byte 
M.House 
Legend 
Ultimate 
Ocean 
Quicksilva 
Ocean 

Virgin 

Psion 
Durrel 
Microdeal 
Microdeal 

Microdeal 
Ultimate 

Anirog 
Imagine 
Anirog 

Protek 

BBC Soft 
M.House 
Psion 
Future 

ARF 
Ultimate 

Bug-Byte 

‘Spectrum (5) 
Spectrum (4) 
Spectrum (7) 
‘Spectrum (4) 
‘Spectrum (—) 
‘Spectrum (—) 
Spectrum (3) 
Spectrum (2) 
Spectrum (—) 
CBM 64 (-) 
CBM 64 (-) 
BBC (--) 
CBM 64 (—) 

CBM64 (—) 
Spectrum (—) 
Dragon (—) 
Dragon (21) 

Dragon (24) 
Spectrum (1) 
CBM64 (-) 
VIC 20 (-) 
CBM64 (-) 
Spectrum (-) 
BBC (-) 
Oric (-) 
Spectrum (~) 
Dragon (—) 
Spectrum (9) 
VIC 20 (—) 

Spectrum 

Compiled by PCS Distribution(0254 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association, 
Chart is for retail sales in individual outlets in theUK 
and Northern Ireland for the fortnight ended 
January 18 

81 for the 2%! 
programs 

Quicksilva i) 
uicksitva 

jaders Audiogenic 5 
Footbal Manager sinclair Bhs 

va Chess 
Skramble 
psteroids 
‘Mothership 
space Raiders 
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Sword of 
Hrakel 

Vic-20 with 
3K+ £5.99 

Romik Software, 272 Argyll 
Avenue, Slough SLI 4HE 

Romik has been taking a greater 
interest in adventures lately, and 
this is a good example of their 
range of games. 

First the bad news. If you're a 
member of the movement in 
favour of graphical adventures 
rather than text, this game is not 
for you. 

Personally, I think that a well 
written textual game which 
creates a good atmosphere is 
superior to graphics. (Graphics 
tend to be RAM hungry.) 

Enough rumination, on with 
the game, Sword of Hrakel is of 

The Hobbit 
32K BBC £14.95 

Melbourne House, 131 Trafalgar 
Road, London SE10 

First impressions of The Hobbit 
are good — a fat package with 
‘cassette, instruction leaflet and a 
copy of Tolkien’s Hobbit book. 

‘The instructions take you 
through the task of communica- 
ting with the computer, giving the 
vocabulary, rules of input and 
‘general play concepts, but won't 
give you any clues. Try reading 
the book... « brain-racking fun. JH. 

Sadly this version is restricted n 
by the BBC's mere 32K of instructions 95% a find fi maiructions 
memory, and unlike the Spectrum playability 75% a there, but in the ¢ Playability 800% 
original has no graphics display, display 50% hing the house yrs Course praphics 750% 
which seems a great pity. Still, valueformoney 75% ly 10 meet a nasty uate Quite “alue for money n/a 
those who like myself are used to WS OF another OY One 809%, 
text-only adventures will find that [> @ib. al ail. __!t addition, if midi. 
they enjoy the game anyway. 2 chiming clock keeyo't Comes 

Wack of 

on 
Jes which can help you 

Runne on cape mission. a ouD The Man From 

Treiton vu are, chen shown a Map Grann' 
OS spicing Me Feasts and CBM-64 £6.95 

711-99/4A £5-' Sepits, the quicksand pits uf 
jewels. few i tudes 

cane, ates ont Ps arma ae Su W AMD Sin uct Moms ed tom Sie ‘Femerden any Sie, # 
aphics, part text MUS TEIY CTO ing the game, In this adventure you area secret _Although i's a text only ad J 

This is part gar Tare the AL Any you have enoug agent whose mission itistolocate Yound it addictive and enjoyable 
aaeeer and, your TuSHGn Seng, YOU nd ana destroy aforegnagent. to play  good text games much con : at 
Gallet Treton jewel TAEson time Warns <f ‘gnother ao taken to Fishbone Prison (orsoa Detter than an average text/ 
dotted about ranspom where everything has newspaper that I found in the SHC eT ace very brief 
thelandscaPe; |, impede your TreiOns etion. DB. aidan) iataseracions are 

Determines crocious beasties, chan The game starts off in atypical 520A Ine game: I feel thiviea 
det Pod | eect re 

ton who is forever Of 70% may go into a forest, buildiNgs, ing uct 4 
ad your declining graphics 80% streets, prison, etc. pee an 

staph eae 08 Oe poe enna ers a im 
srength is ‘boosted as YO 3 minal ‘end faukiy equipment. value for money 90% 

eta pn a ee cy os ET to i an time : Se kk kk 
ares, — 

SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

the classical mode with a standard 
verb/noun interpreter (since it 
will fit into a VIC plus 3K what 
‘more can you expect?). 

The plot is simple: find the 
sword and save the world. 

In order to do it you must 
explore the scenario, solve a few 
problems and use a lot of lateral 
thought. There is enough mental 
aggravation to give you many 
hours of teeth grinding, cursing 
‘and general despair. 

The usual SAVE and LOAD 
features for keeping a record of 
your ‘are available and 
the game has a nice feel about it, 

text formatting is fair and 
there areno obvious bugs. A.W. 

Venture into 
an 

adventure 

adventure fans many hours of 

70% 
80% 
n/a 

90% 
zkwewKeKw k 

As well as a save game facility, 
the program has a printout mode 
in which the screen output can be 
fed to a printer — very good for 
finding your way about, as you 
can refer back to previous print- 
outs. 

The cassette is recorded on 
both sides. Just as well, as on my 
‘copy one side wouldn’t always 
load. The tape tended to jam up, 
too. 

Fifteen pounds seems a bit 
cep, eves fora prograna tis 
size, but The Hobbit will give rich 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Bring your friends to 
book with your Spectrum 

If you only want to keep a few 
names and addresses of friends 
on file, then an address book will 
serve that purpose adequately 

However, if the number runs 
into tens, or even hundreds, then 
you could get into an awful mess 
with a book. 

This is when a home computer 
will help you, and if you have a 
ZX Spectrum or ZX81 then you 
can use my Address Book pro- 
gram to create and store a file of 
names and addresses, and use the 
power of the computer to extract 
the information you want. 

How it works 
70-190 initialise main variables 
200-360 main menu 
400-450 SAVE the program and 

data on tape 
500-550 check for a keypress sub- 

routine 
1000-1160 enter details of a new 

record 
2000-2140 enter search param: 

eters 
2150-2230 search routi 
3000-3130 screen print a record 

found in the search option 
3140-3250 routine to amend a 

record 

‘When you use the program for 
the first time, start it with RUN. 
This will create a blank file, and 
initialise the program ready for 
use. It is a simple program to use; 
there are just three options in the 
main menu, 

Main variables 
aS() the array which holds the file 
nS() the array holding the field 

(item) names 
n number of records 
yS. 2$ input variables 
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ae eee 
Turn your computer into a 

giant address book and keep 
your friends in order. 

David Nowotnik explains how 
it works 

Create the tile 
28150, 105) 

nai7,8) 

TAB 121 "Address Book- 

EKLY 10 January 1984 

Option 1 allows you to make a 
new entry into the file, You 
should enter surname, forename, 
street (including house number), 
district, town, county, and tele- 
phone number to the prompts on 
the screen. If you want to leave 
any item blank, simply press 
ENTER to move onto the next 
item. And if you make a mistake, 
you can use option 2 to correct it 

‘The second option in the main 
menu allows you to search 
through your file for any 
specified item. You have to enter 
which field (i.e. 1 for surname, 2 
for forename, etc), andthe search 
word. If a miatch is found, then 
the entire record is shown on the 
screen, 

‘Once a record is displayed, you 
have three choices. You can con- 
tinue with the search (press N), 
obtain a copy of that record on 
the ZX printer (press C), or 
amend the record (press A). The 
latter is used if you have made a 
mistake on entry, or the details 
have changed, such asa change of 
address. 

The final option allows you to 
SAVE the program and data on 
tape. This you must do if you 
have made any changes or 
additions to the file, before you 
switch off. 

Hints on conversion 
to ZX81 

The program as written will work 
on the Spectrum; a slight change 
is required for use on the ZX81. 
These changes are: 
440 PRINT AT 20,1;"START 

THE TAPE AND PRESS 
ANY KEY" 

450 SAVE ADDRESS’ 
4 GOTO 200 

Note: it would be a simple matter 
to change one of the fields — 
Country, for example — to 
Month of birth. Then you could 
check whose birthday was ap- 
proaching. You could not, how- 
ever, search this field for the full 
date. 

If you have enough memory 
you can change the number of 
records you can store. At present 
the program limits you to $0. For 
more change the number 5Oto the 
required number in lines 70, 340 
and 1030 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 
300 Go SUB 500 NEXT 4 
310 IF z¥="3" THEN GO TO 400 2070 PRINT. 
320 IF NOT (z@="1" OR ze="2") THEN GO TO 300 PRINT “Select Field for search “+ 
350 LET kevAL 90 sup 500 
340 IF k=1 AND n(50 THEN 00 SUB 1000 Teivecytncon ebse7" erin, cen rre Soro 
350 IF ke2 AND n?0 THEN 60 SUB 2000 Paints 
360 60 TO 200 PRINT “Enter Search names 
370 REM INPUT 
300 REM Save on tape option IF LEN ye>15 THEN 0 TO 2130 
410 REM 
$20 cis 
430 PRINT AT 4,1:"Save Program and file on tape” oan 
440 SAVE ‘Addrese” LINE 200 RY SGH sian ett areiiceal torscca) 

460 REM 
390 REM Subroutines PRINT AT 2,41°Search Completes 
500 REM PAUSE 200 
Si0 REM Check for a keypr RETURN 
520 REN 2240 REM 
330 LET zesINKEYS REN Record found 
540 RETURN Ren 
550 REN cus 

1000 REM Enter detaiis FOR j=1 TO 7 
1010 REM PRINT AT 3#2,2151" “n@(sI5* “1a@(1,158/-14 TO 198 1020 REM Check 1# file ss full 
1030 IF n=SO THEN RETURN next 3 
1040 REM FA11 next record 
1080 LET nenvi rPress: ¢ tor copy 
4060 cLs : for ammen 
1070 PRINT AT ‘2,61"Enter Detaiis* to continue 
tovo FOR imi TO"? 
1090 PRINT AT S+in2, 1045" tin@cniss 7F cory 
1100 INPUT y® 60 To 2190 
1110 LeT te1p-14 To imisioys ° 60 To 3100 
1120 PRINT aein, i#15-14 TO 1813) PRINT * Select field * 
1130 NEXT 00 sup 5 
1140 PAUSE 200 IF z8<°1" OR 289"7* THEN 00 To 3150 
1150 RETURN PRINT 28 
440 REN Cer deisevat x0-14 
888 REM search Routine PRINT “Enter Modified Detatie* 2010 REM Ceouise 

2020 CLs IF LEN 8915 THEN 90 To 3210 2030 PRINT AT 1,01 "Search/Amend LET aB(i,1 TO lti@aye 
2040 FOR i=1 TO? PRINT 
2080 PRINT AT 1¢3,2041" tsn@ca? 0 70 2190 

ranous CASSETTE 
oo 

ontinuing # 

VALUE thats 
y out of this.world 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
DRAGON EIEI@ aie Spectrum’ @fappia’ ATARI ‘ORICA ZX 87. VEU 
(pa 

EXPRESS DELIVERY portepe endows schequaparl erator 
l ORDER NOW Castnde Games ed I 
Ie SEMMeRCaaIT | 

a. Address — 
50 wil spp onic-1 xa wc 20 

provide many hou P oee = — ASAE [53] GAPE 
NES SS Cascade Games Ltd., 

oe — Sed 'FMayars escent. Honooete, 
North Yorkshire, HG1 5BG. England. 

[epee erenraceieetecaeigg a ofa thieecieiee bapa aoe i 
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ORIC — SOFT 

ORIC-1 Arcade Action 

GALACTIC DEFENDER Only you remain between the ali 
‘swarm and complete domination of the Universe. You can tho, 
win (!) but you might make a posthumous entty into the Hi 
Fame (M/C — Full colour and sound — practice games) 

TOADY Kamikaze amphibian — dying to get home. Super M/C 
graphics — Hi-score — Menu driven, 

ANACONDA The largest snake 
information — Hall of Fame) 

Family Games 
MASTERMYNDE (ChNo ... Not Again!) Oh Yes... butthist 
a super deluxe version with timer, 9 levels of difficulty, s 
scoreboard etc, as reviewed in ‘Weeklies’ 

yet to survive! (Hi-score — 

CLICK Addictive dice game, but 
and judgement ... great for parties (up to 8 players) 
the ‘men’ out from the ‘boys! 

.ds excessive amount of skill 
sure tosort 

All tapes are £4.95 each. SAE for full list. PO/Cheques should be 
made payable to: 

Headfield Technology Ltd., 
Lock Street, Savile Town, 
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING 

0923 672941 

£24.98 

£4.35 
£5.45 

£28.75 
£29.75 

£125 

Compatible cassette recorder 

Single cassette interface lead 

Dual cassette interface lead 
Recorder + single lead 

Recorder + dual lead 
32K Stand alone Ram 

Extended Basic £51.50 
Parsec £23.50 

Invades £17.00 

Software Cartridge — 
Minimemory £51.50 
Chess £29.50 

Software Tape — Core!, Blast It, 

Spudz, Code Break/3D Maze, U.F.O. 

all @ £4.95 each. 

P&P 55p per order, send 50p (refundable on 

Ist order) for full list, Cheques or PO’s to: 

6 FLORENCE CLOSE, WATFORD, HERTS 
Tel: (0927) 372941 
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The Valley's 
nerds are on 
the way out 

ids | in) 
As to what sort of person ene 

Bostions of power ts 10 cert wil be you basic 
Deity en ite ry es lrg tet RAP 

Nas nation dies 1030 wih micro. 
Regardless of whether itis breakfast cereals or carbonated soft 

inks, clear that the new leaders are men who thinkin terms. of 
becomes more ‘‘serious”’ that ie 

someday, and yet 1 wonder 
Serious s all hot much ofa virtue. Alkough a baraiceten 

and Sense, ppp ‘were innovators. skils 
jamtaforl emote ie 

innovation. i 

companies, was for small 
said yes to new and untested ideas 

As the executive mentality invades the Valley, I foresee the “loop 
time”’ increasing between the time when approval is Apeinecherl He 
work on a novel and the time when that aj 

tained. American executives still have not learned the: 
peep soterauanb istgdacd by the Japanese Wh ich 

formerly inno’ ies | be: 

they peda imeresting or 

will take foreign orders and will accept the usual 
-delivery time is excellent. They also do not lie; if 

is called Como LaPointe Gorse canister Beason 
Box 23068, Portland, Oregon, (503) 245-6200 or (800) 547-1289. 

Tie las, mumuber is tolifee but ond’ the contenental US. 
(sorry about that). 

Ufxou write to them, Lam sure they will send you a.catalog and. 
order details free of charge. Very much worth the effort. 
‘See you next week. 

Bud zen 
Fairfield, 



Apostrophe 
48K Spectrum 

£7.95 
Sinclair Research, 25 Willis 
Road, Cambridge CBI 2AQ 
This is not intended to be a 
teaching program, but rather are 
iteration and practice tape based 
on the use of the apostrophe. 

It assumes prior instruction 
and contains only sketchy 
examples of use. Practice sen- 
tences can be input by the user as 
an option. 

You manipulate a blackbrid to 
drop a “worm”, the apostrophe, 
imto the correct place in the 
sentence. If this process is com: 
pleted often enough, you get the 
“reward” of playing a rudiment 
ary arcade style game. 

If you fail often enough, you 
are shown the correct answer. A 

Mri's 
Alphabet 
Games 

32K BBC £12.95 
Ebury Software, 72 Broadwick 
Street, London W1V 2BP 

This package of two games is 
aimed at the three to six year olds 
who have access to micros, and is 
‘meant to be used before school 
and learning to read. 

Like a great deal of educational 
software, the programs don't 
‘cover an area comprehensively or 
even well. Rather, they t 
at the ar 
some goo 

The programs are of excel 
quality. In this case, it’s simply 
that without specialist training or 
help, when to use them isa greater 
problem than how to use them! 

Let's Draw Letters is the best of 

wrt's 
Measuring 

Game: 
32K BBC £12.95 

ury Software, 72 Broadwick 
St, London WIV 2BP 

es I've seen 
IE fi spete ently high 
have kept up a consist 

r which changes size. 1c 

Cee jhen they are the 

vari ‘of items like ice-cream 

aon ‘on the theme of 
variations 

Climbing and Gr 
Gna step have to bemat 
Shorter with single Ke 
within a given space 

The second. stag 
placing the 
Power on the. ste 
modate their size 
combines all 

Both. program 
sort of. repetitio 
young children 10 1 

he pro: ful and imagin- standard both in the Pree Skins in a colourful and imogit 
gramming and in the packaging Ae way, There were Biers, fe 
and documentation. Sugeestions for extending the 

ideas in the 
eas guidren enjoyed, playing 
the games and found no 
in operating them. 

{dea is (0 Stop insrvtions 
same. with a playability 

me graphics are good, with a playebalt 
al 

Pek HX 

certificate of results is printed by 
the ZX Printer if attached. 

This work would normally be 
tacked with children of 11 years 
and older. Will they really be 
attracted by “‘dicky birds”, 
worms, butterflies and heli: 
copters? 

Though some use if made of 
large characters and even a user 
defined apostrophe, when the 
exercises are printed, it’s in the 
normal Spectrum character set, 
and the apostrophe is all but lost 
on the Spectrum’s shimmering 
sereen 
instructions 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

the two, and aims to demonstrate 
the correct pencil movements for 
each of the lower case letters of 
the alphabet 

This is done very well, and 
should lead to good letter writing 
habits. There isno doubt that bad 
ones cause a great deal of 
difficulty later. 

The other program is Mr T’s 
Letter Factory, which tries to 
teach letter recognition and 
matching 

This is an amusingly animated 
program, but in my opinion has 
only a limited use. 

The whole package would have 
been much more attractive if 

D.C. priced at a lower level 

instructions 
ease of use 
display 

efor money 

owing. Animals 
de taller or 
ys 10 fit 

involves 
Mmnimals higher oF 

to. aecom 
“ne final part 

of these decisions. 

ae provided the 
needed by 
enforce basic 

Parents’ Handbook. 

difficulty 
MP. 

for mons 

The key to 
learning? 

More and more educational 
software is coming on to the 
market. To help you decide 
where to spend your money, 
our reviewers have tried out 

five of the latest tapes 

from am Across the 

Wild Word Without an eliver it ‘compels is an amusin into the pany, Sther letter fat SHURE Bame thas"e 2° chimp SEATON: or hing A 
nocabulary inet The phe Word a tune plgra’ Completed Words rangin 2 OWS, and a ne pity: the flower letters, and f he morewordat "Ord appears, tales are cov, ‘aster the letters yoy “OMPlete the fer f the scenarios !ading sequen 
Nd a short-spno, EES, greas, can THs stalked j he 

@ difficunn tds asked to se am i 
(words ike devel trom rae ele 

) t0 Really 

Robot Runner 
Spectrum 

£7.95 

Longman Softwar 
House, Burnt Mill, 
Essex 

number way 
And there’s a catch. On the 

number ways are things looking 
rather like spiders doing cart- 
wheels. Bump into one of those 
and you have to start again. 

To reach the treasures from the 
last number way you have to 
guide Robot Runner into a 
treasure cove without hitting a 
‘wall (and still keeping a look-out 
for those spiders!), 
A nicely thought and original 

game; with superb graphics and 
g00d use of sound, Robot Runner 
should give hours of constructive 
pleasure. My eight year old 
thought it was great. CB 

Longman 
Harlow, 

Robot Runner is a challenging 
game of speed and skill which is, 
designed to give children of six 
years and above practice in the 
{two to nine times tables. 

The object of the game is to 
help Robot Runner in his quest to 
retrieve the treasures of Endor 
which lie on the far side of the 
dreaded number ways of Andron, 
Crossing these involve solving a 

series of multiplication sums. The instructions 95% 
child has to work out the answer, ease of use 859% 
and, pressing 7 or 6, increase ot display 95% 
decrease the value displayed to value formoney 90% 
the correct value before moving 
Robot Runner onto the first wwwx 
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Se a ee eee 
LETTERS 

SF Vereemntal epee 
Why's the Send your letter to Letters, 3am ta Une of your) bet 

VIC left out? Home Computing Weekly, No.1 ‘et ealaly from the Box 
I have just one message to Golden juare, London wi R with little knowledge when 
relay to you: bring back asked a seemingly quite 
VIC-20 software reviews! 1 3AB. Don't forget to name your reasonable question, 
along with fellow VIC-20 Rumbelows staff did ownert are wondering computer — the best letter provide tie explanaion that 
ver the past few months could win £5-worth of a1 39. Ofware fron lat 

ViCireviews between ll the software. Got a problem with Thursday”) — 20 obviously 
issues concerned. your micro? We'll soon be ‘One letter from Stainless 

It is a fact that just_as Software (HCW 38) recent! 
many cope wn VIC 2 starting a queries page, so send Urged us to support the mai 
Fealise that there 1s a ft your technical questions to Se monet 
qpore sehtore evababit Fae Queries at the above address thisi the only way we will be le to continue to buy for 
forthe VIC, but that doesn’t 

able to continue to buy for 
the TI — so yes, they will get 

mean that there isn’t any at computer got hot, Also the | ty support, 
all colourstarted flashing black | "\42PPor say what a pity 

1 am still on the lookout 
and white to colour rather | 1 think itis that the 99 is no 

for more software for my tunnervingly after only 10 | Inore —- the hardware is 50 
computer, and because of minutes use much better thanmany.com- 
your previous excellent re- Spectrum number five | parables. Asa trained typist, 
Views of Arcadia (Imagine) was. great until one day 1 | P"ppreciate ‘proper’ keys 
and Matrix (Llamasoft), 1 
decided to buy them. 

‘Apart from this one critic: 
ism, I think that your 
magazine is excellent value 
for money, and well worth 
the price tag! 
Gary Vurnum, Anerley, 
London SE20 
We've not intention of dis. 
criminating against the VIC 
— you'll see that we are still 
carrying plenty of program 
listings for this deservedly 
popular machine. But what 
we review is a reflection of 
what sofware companies 
send us, and unfortunately it 
seems to be the case that 
‘many companies who used 
10 produce software for the 
VIC are now concentrating 
on the Commodore 64. 
Thousands of ZX81-owners 

tried my first attempt at-| and excellent professional 
PEEKing and POKEing. | finishtothemachine which | Contrary to what all the | Suushtothemaching wien 
books say, this did seem 10 | havea enjoyed ust 
do it permanent damage, | havesilenioved wag: 
After that, everything that | haps its biggest downfall, ‘was typed flashed from one | yt this can be got over with 
daft hieroglyphic to an- | bit of suitable work! other, even after being | * "Moat t would like to 
Switched off for half ada) | answer Jaan Shaweross in 

‘Ail my Spectrums. were | HCW'Now abo say that my 
used on a. board which | son Simon's record so far on 
allowed an inch of ventila- ) Ty invaders is 22,356 and he 
Ushink theSpectrum was a em ret! a 

design fault scems ode that | <uhanks for & sreat 
it doesn’t work. I had t0 | Julie Jesse, Braintree, Essex 
trade a great idea for better We asked Henry Quick, 

reliability, 1 mean, 1 have | Marketing manager at 
moved on to a VIC-20. Prop Aa} boys the 

QWityoupossessareliable | chain was in fact ceasing 
Spectrum, hang on to it. | sales of TI-99/4A software. 
You've got a rare and | He said “Absolutely not! 

are being similarly aban- splendid machine. staff member must have got 
doned in favour of the ian Wightman. Aberhill, | hold of the wrong end ofthe 
‘Spectrum. All we can say is, Fite stick. On the contrary, it’sin 

our interest to keep up 
| 5100450 71-99/4A software 

0 that people will be en- 
Alittie couraged 0 buy the 

nowledge... | tine. We hope, thar 
know! =** | demand for the TI-99/4A 
As a TI-99/4A owner I too | itself will continue for some 

if any software companies 
that produce VIC-20 pro- 
‘grams are reading this, start 
sending us those review 
tapes! 

spent a frustrating weekend | time, on the basis that it’s a 

Seeing red tpanddown the High Street | good unit and very reason- 
1 can sympathise with Searching for sofiwaretono | ably priced at £89.99. It's 
Dorene Cox (HCW 38) on avail. currently selling very well, 

Certainly the fight | and we'll be continuing 10 
between the micros seems to | sell software for it while 
have narrowed down tothe | demand continues.” 
BBC, Spectrum and Com- 
modore with hordes of 
children and adults happily 
“hands on’ at every available 
micro bar. 

While it is great to see so 
many people obviously 
interested in computers, 
there is still a great lack of 
interested sales staff 
around 

Most enquiries about the 

the problems of the Series 3 
Spectrums 

‘Onmy 2st birthday | was 
given a 48K Spectrum. This 
wasn’t the original one 
bought. The first one, which 
may father tried out before 
giving me, had to be re 
turned because it didn’t load 
properly 

The second machine had 
to be returned when it 
packed up, showing only 
character squares on screen, 
and giving no response to 
key strokes. 

The third went the same 
way as the second. 1 should 
point out here that my com- 
puters were never left on for 
very long, nor were they 
harshly used. 

My fourth Spectrum was 
returned when the keyboard 
started to lift off when the 

Do you really mean that 1 
shall destroy three issues of 
your excellent magazine in 
order to get myselfa T-shirt, 
size XL? 

No way — I am not 
Dee ee eowaren, | willing to destroy my Com- 

modore 64 to get a caramel, 
either, though I do love 
caramels. 

one staff member suitably 
emblazoned with “'Com- 
puter Sales only” apolog- ‘ Red for only being a par. | Efling Sydnes, Oslo, 
time worker and therefore | Norway 
not knowing details about | You still can’t have a T- 
her firm's current software! | shirt, but ifit’s any consola- 

High Street Electticals | tion ‘we're giving you this 
carry national full page | weeks'’s software prize. 
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Back to the 
arcades ‘sp Software, from Stainless 

{6 Alstone Roady you attempt to land i 
‘The. instructions 599 

i jn slightly to the Fight 

Me Fre gu arat
e war uy Cons ya the homes 

hau i've  themsel¥es, 275, in the wren 

among 
jaces. You ny 

the most Pn iselt 10 the sit of, ime
 

when you come 
homeand Be af points 

game 
home ending, whereas landing. 

itself you Rar the eft actually he
home leads Well, they say the thé best ones. See what our 

pie 

fh the impression that 

bai
e e

es 
i is erastcal aly aa 

to instant death’ 

a Provides ike instructions 
10% 

es eright hand 
playabitty 

10% 

“ yraphics 
and 'youmay roll 8 a

 enone 10%. 

Squash aFr
og The ai 

CBM 74£7.95 otis 

Alligata, 178 West Strect, level of Pay, Reasonat 

Shetfield St 4ET 
fects are used to enhance the 
action. 

‘Allthe usual Frogger features.are thought the screen graphics 

fhere, You have to move your [r
og. were quite good but not as good.

 as 

here. Wrourlanes of fasttrafficto the, best roger versions. The 

the river bank. 
Sotion was a little 100 fast for me, 

Caching theriver bank you bul my 0 managed to bring 

Pe eep moving or you'll be home the frogs without too much 

have tby.a snake, To reach safety 
PLA 

Jou have to hop across the river With these few reservations, You a fee it Berzer 
half the 

Yn the back of turtles or logs
. I'd recommend Squash a Fro

g. A middie SF it diferencey 9PE Proba
biy %88ain graphics 

i a as, e re 
3 ime 

If you manage to get five frogs promising start from new soft: 

across then you progres frogs Ware company, Alligata, LC: 

Meat level of difficulty. Landing 
On a lady frog earns you extra instructions 70% 

Soins — and this game is recom playability 80% 

points ror eight years upwards! graphics 0% 

ended fopram dgesnotaliow for 
value fos tea 70% 

the use of joysticks, which is @ 

im thetop six scores after each 
0%, 

711-99/4AR £5 
cops eng are prowd

ed oN 8 

separate sheet an
da 

to 
guainless Software, 10, Alstone sera, THouBh adeQuat icy 

ra 
Road, Stockport, Cheshire

 
tna 

S?much Pacman itvout 
pursued by White Wraiths, Yon 

per for one oF (WO 

Se Sa ee 
crete etottad i ge em

 

me 
i woot 

osnd et heey 
ici Pacman, but didnt Hee 

instr 'Y sound and her objects OTE N
S "Yu can my IM

E Tar very long, becaus
e 

ae ‘When you ate ext evel DY my Wh slow — probably the only 

‘vate le. level unfavourable
 ‘aspect of th

e sane 
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Micromega, 230-236 Lavender 
Hill, London SW11 ILE 

This is a shoot-them-up arcade: 
siyle game in 3D. Simplicity and 
jmmediacy make it most attrac 
tive, and youngsters

 will probably 
find it compelling, 

astride your laser-armed 
superbike you must chase the 
sepshines of the warlords throu

gh 
The forests — your only enemies 
fre the trees! You have threc lives 
per game. 

There are cight sectors, OF 
levels, each. one being more 
densely forested than the last 
You must successfully patrol each 
JQtor by day and night to be 

promoted to the next 
You have control over your 

speed, which way you turn and 
photon bolt firing. All this via 
Kempston stick or keyboard. 

The picture projected is good 
and jerkiness minimal. The trees 
sce forward (0 mect yOu most 
realistically. The target bikes 
serve this way and that 

The instructions are minimal 
(all on cassette insert), the game 
{ads easily and runs very quickly 
yet is quite controllable, even by 
keyboard: 

As | said, its appeal is in its 

straightforwardness — pos
sibly 

So "mmuch so that lack of variety 
Tnight eventually make it pall 

PC. 

structions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

2 a 
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Alligata, 178 West Street 

Sheffield $1 4ET 
aged ina pro- 
‘wallet with 

tuctions. It’s an 
software that 

graphics cap’ 
machine. 

ach theme is hardly original, 

burdon’tletthatputyouot
t, This 

bur classic arcade game in which 

You steer your car along the track 

Yous scrolls downwards) and 

(whieh void the other suicidal 

grand-prix drivers 
anere are even ambulances; 

with sirens wailing, hurtling past 

With After several races you fee! 

You need one! 

aay Sider 
EES ru

m 

ak’tronics. 
Gorleston. 
Norfolk 

"The race track features atticky 

chicane, slippery oil patches and 

chic narrower as the race PFo- 

smooth 
allow you to ste 
and accelerate 
atpieved by not accelerating 

hieved Sreator the previous 100 

games (yes, one hundred) races 

games pes though only the four 

are KePiyou are shown, together 

mearethe highest score and YOUr 

Bid who would disagree 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
Value for money 

px XK 

yyable game 
he roads 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 

surpri 
i's arace ga 

steer your car al 
progressively lone

 
Birempt to beat the com 

cat. 
Ktere are five levels of 

aigrrelty plus a practice OPUOT: 

A joystick may be used ‘and for 

real skill, you need i 
ot Fe graphics are good and 

Walue for money 



arcade game 
s You aim and reactions as fy) 52205 ni 100Y sta a colour eB 
@ gunsi “This 100% fut evil Albortrons Botnet 8 Gunsioht on a homeware i aint ne ot ABCD 

royal treasures of tne enon at to destroy YOU a0 tne 
‘space I People want them, , ction BF 

“Bove WiC action w ‘A machine code pres 
RES GRAPHICS ANI han p 

attie fleet, 
tevels of ene of att

e ee 
yentation that should cota the Jo. 

Using MIC graphic routines, a game to 
‘absorb the keen novice and the scratch 
player. Play on a 9 or 18 hole course, with {ull seiection of clubs. Along the greens 
land fairways hours of addictive sport can 
be had, 

ina change of tactic 
the 

he beings beyénd 
oped an android of 

Bee Test you 

Seay aciatitcindt bor 
with the aid of sensor jamming they may 
rove formidable. Using full colour, MIC, 
hie graphics this game can offer up to'2t 
levels of combat 

‘The mission 
M90. AS CAPLAN T itigs 

at 

jou 
st MIC versio" 

% jou. A great 
the treas, ‘ame will nave y 

i me fond Prince ‘your triend 

ALSO AVAILABLE: Nuclear AttackiGrand Prix Hangman/Super Docker 2X81-16K 
Demon Driver Basic VIC20— £5.95 Basic VIC20 — £5.95 £4.95 
Lunar Rescue Basic VIG20 — £595 Hearts & Diamonds/Hi-Lo Basic Bouncing Gorillas ZX81-16K—£4.95 
Space Assault 3 or 8 VIC20 — £5.95 VIC20 — £5.95 
Apple BupiCrazy Climber Basic Machine Code Monitor eoccccccce 

Vic 20~ £55 vicz0—£14.95, eoeccccoce 

ll LUNAR RESCUE (48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 each 
GOLF (48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 each 

nis MC game 

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 
Card ll 

1 VOYAGER (VIC20 or 16K) @ £5.95 each For any} Number 
LIBERATOR (16K/48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 cach 

=) 

ll 
MI 

VIC-20| | enclose Cheque/PO for £ Il PICTURE PUZZLE (Dragon 32) @ £5.95 each 
SPHINX (VICZ0 8 or 16K) @ £5.95 each Name : 

I ‘THUNDERHAWK (48K Spectrum) @ £5.95 each Aves 
ANDROID INVADERS (Dragon 32) @ £5.95 each 

we BIRD OF PREY (BASIC VIC20) @ £5.95 each 66 LIME STREET, LIVERPOOL L1 1JN Hews Y 



As a change fro
m fast-action 

arcade games, try Said Hassan's 

Program for the Dragon. It's 
called Think It Out and demands 

Plan your moves carefully — this 

game ends fast if you cheat! 
You are presented with a dia- 

mond-shaped grid of oblong 
counter and from then on it's a 
fitte siullar. to aobtaire, 
you position pleces onthe pl

aying 

THINK IT OUT ® 
© BY 5. HASSAN . 
* FOR THE DRAGON 32 + 

© TO THE PLAYER. 

‘ARROW KEY MOVEMENT. 
200 TF PEEK(341)0223 THEN gee IF PEEK (34210325 THEN 
30. If PEER (345) =223 THEN 
S18 IF PEEM(s4a)<225 THEN 

mr oe po 
64) 

PLaPLexty 
CCMPEEK (PL) 

FOR Del To 
420 POKE PL,ize 
$58 FoR poet To. 1 
449 NEXT oD 

8 PORE Pi. 4c 
$20 keke Pesce 
470 
460 
490 abr Clorshoat for 

DOO IF PEEK (339)=239 THEN ose S10 IF PEEK (338) <> 239 9 S19 39 THEN 2460 

* CHECK 7) 598 HE MOVE. 
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forward thinking if you're to 
icceed 

SHOW THE NEXT COLOUR 

THEN x=@ 

area rather than removing them. 

The idea is that counters of the 
same colour must not adjoin, 

‘even diagonally. 
Full instructions are in the 

program. Good luck. 

£58 TF Soe Dun r80UND 2
001 

rs 0 oe Bry v=DAN) 
7a Ie, PEEK PL iret 
oF FEDS ey on Peek 
"so NeXT N 
0 + END OAME 738 

PLAYER WINS 

o 15 17 0? 
42) 

papu-bd) = OR PEEK (PL 
ob) =V_OR PEED TN Oe PEEK 

(PL#AZ?*V OR FEE 

OF Fee Ty THEN GOTO G38 

2acr24L38" 
sagr2as0P2AEP2

41126P2L24EF 24 

Be. PLAY" T302L 
18 GOTO ee 
228 
ase 
Bao. 
258 
Beg PLAY"T: 

LAYER LOSES: 
eur 16030" 

L618 cp yon 320PS20PSZLOAGPA 
| 

+ SUBROUTINES = 

SET UP ARRAYS AND ie PIECE ALREaDy 

_ ee 
esi Sete 

a. 

ioe (5) ,D(25) P15) 
S68 TF PEEK (PL><>207 THEN SOUND 20,<:60T0 260 IBS oon cn Saar 

1Gee ptz}=175 : 
risers 1079 pia a8 
ioe Pia) =e9 

ae 
187 * 



RETURN TH COUNTER BY PRESSING"S 
D PRINT @ S55, "PLACE YOU Tose PRIN mee SET UP varranLes. seco Prant ase," P=" pe 268 GOSUB 15 arr 1140 RESTORE O70 CLS Ae ay any TINE you lens TH 1158 PL=1263 780 PRINT @ TO) yOu CANNOT Cone EE oe TD OUIT"S lize FoR fat 10 5 2070 PRINT @ io1y"PATTERN YOU CH ; 2100 PRIN 232, "BY PRES' e 

1230 neat 218 pata FoR SCREE 
9574124591539 1594 

1230 FOR x=1 To 7 
1240 READ A,B 1250 FOR Y=i To 8 1260 POKE 1024+ (x#64-32) + (a+ (¥#2)-2) ,287 127 NEXT Y,x 

RETURN 

2168 8 as 
3170 DATA 15,1,15,3512 

SET UP RANDOM ORDER. 
FOR Net To 
ReRND (5) 
IF C(R)=S THEN 133 358 CR) =C(R) +1 

1368 DIN) =P «RD 
1370 NEXT N 

RETURN 
1400 ° POKE FIRST FOUR COLOURS 1410 * ONTO THE SCREEN. 

POKE 1071,D;1) 1480 POKE 1249;D(2) 1450 POKE 1455,D(3) 1460 POKE 1257;D(4) RETURN 
Y/N INPUT. 

SCREEN @. 
1520 Ag=INKEY "Y" AND AS<>"N") THEN 1528 ELSE RETURN 
1530 
1540 * CHECK KEY PRESS. isso 

PRINT @482, "(PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE. )"4 SCREEN 8,1 JF INKEYE="" THEN 1580 ELSE RETURN For Sharp Mz-700 PAUSE AND SLOW, 
POKE 65494,0 FOR Net TO'1000:NEXT N RETURN 

CHECK SCREEN coves, 
1680 IF (PC<>128 AND PC<>207) THEN CP=CP+1 1699 RETURN 
1710 * * INSTRUCTIONS. 1720 CLS 5 
1730 PRINT @ 9,CHRS(206) ; STRINGS (12,204); CHRE (205) ; 1740 PRINT @ 41 ,CHRE(202) s “THINK IT OUT"}CHRS (1979; 1750 PRINT @ 73, CHRS (203); STRINGS(12, 195) ¢ClIRs (199) 1760 PRINT @ 98,"IN PRACTICE IT IS A'BIT Likes, 1770 PRINT @ 162,"PLAVING SOLITAIRE BACKWARDS, <5, 1700 PRINT @ 227, "VOU HAVE TO PUT THE Pieces"; 179 PRINT @ 291, "ONTO THE PLAYING AREA, NOT=; e 

1 
1900 PRINT @ So1)"TAKE THEN OFF." 1810 GosuB 1540 1820 CLS = 
1830 PRINT @ 35, "THERE ARE FIVE COLOURS AND"; 1840 PRINT @ 97,"FIVE COUNTERS IN EACH OF THOSE™; 1850 PRINT @ 161, "THOSE COLOURS. NO TWO COUNTERS®; 1860 PRINT @ 226, "OF THE SAME COLOUR MUST LIE e 

e 
1870 PRINT @ 292, "NEXT TO EACH OTHER, THIST, 1980 FRINT @ 356, "INCLUDES DIAGONALS: "} 3898 GosuB 1530 
1900 CLS 2 
1910 PRINT @ 35,"EACH PIECE MUST LIE SQUARE ON”, 1920 PRINT @ 98,"T0 ANOTHER (I.€. NOT MERELY") 1930 PRINT @ 162,"DIAGONALLY). THE FIRST FOUR%; 1940 PRINT TECES ARE POSITIONED BY THE"; 1950 PRINT COMPUTER, THE REST IS UP TO"; 1960 PRINT YOU! 1978 GosuB 
1980 CLS 7 
1990 PRINT EACH COUNTER APPEARS ONE AT A” 2000 PRINT TIME AT THE BOTTOM OF THE” PRINT @ 163, "SCREEN. MOVE THE FLASHING! ; PRINT @ 225, "CURSOR TO THE DESIRED POSISION- eset eee PRINT @ 269,“USING THE ARROW KEYS. AND THENS) 958 Blackpole Trading Estate West, Wore 

® Tel: (0905) 58351 
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» MEMOTECH 
COMPUTERS PLUS 

THE LARGEST RANGE OF 
SOFTWARE IN BEDFORD. 

SPECIALISTS IN 
EDUCATIONAL 
‘SOFTWARE 

SAE FOR LISTS. 
52A BROMHAM ROAD, 
BEDFORD MK40 20G 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPU 5 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

Computer Software Specialists 
at JUST VIDEO 
Fitzwilliam Street 
Peterborough 

Tel: Pet. 310554 

BBC * 
SPECTRUM * TEXAS 

Computer Software Specialists 
at DJ RECORDS, 

16 High Street 
Hitchin 

Tel: Hitchin 56805 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

Contact (Office Use Only): 

oe 
g& G LEIGH COLOUR 

LABORATORY ETD 
87 Chapel St, LEIGH, Lanes. 
Tel: Leigh (0342) 607661 

LONDON 

NEW YEAR 
SPECIAL OFFERS 
© Quickshot joysticks: £8.50 

‘@ Program data recorders: £23 
@ BBC Model B: £399.95 
(with FREE tape recorder) 

Alll prices inclusive of VAT and 
p&p. Cheques/POs crossed, 

Payable to: ‘JAYSONS’ 
JAYSONS 

20 Chessington Ave, 
London 

Tel: 01-349 3638/2498 
[TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 
‘Over 150 games for the Spectrum and 100 for the VIC-20. Also BBC, CBM 

(64, Dragon, Atari, software sold at 
‘discount prices, SAE for lists (0 

294 Romford Road, 
Forest Gate E 

The Micro Store 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 

We carry a large selection of 
hardware/software/eccessories 

for BBC, ORIC, SPECTRUM, 
CBM 64, VIC-20, ATARI 400, 

600 & 800, DRAGON & 
MEMOTECH. 

13B West Street, 
Horsham, W. Sussex 

Tel: 0403 52297 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 
A large range of software in stock for 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC-1, 
SPECTRUM, COM 64 & VIC-20. 

Also stockists of BBC & 
SPECTRUM COMPUTERS. 
‘Open Mon — Sat 9am — 6pm. 

SHETLAND 

[TS therex sierian] 

par 
HBC Micro, Dragon 32, 2X81 Spectrum, Vic 0, CBM 
Open Mon’Sat 9. 30am-S.30pm 

4 The Parade 
Sbaree Silverdale, Newcastle 
CANE Tel. 0782 636911 

Official dealers for 
Commodore, Sinclair, & 
Acorn. BBC service and 
information centre 

Huge range of hardware and 
software backed up by 

sophisticated service department 

FOR BBC, SPECTRUM& 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

WARWICKSHIR! 

| CARVELLS |] 
of RUGBY LTD. 

3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY. 
Tel: 0788 65275/6 

(CBM64 £229. ACORN ELECTRON 
coming in stock at £199. Place your order 

WITH ALL 
POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

VIDEO 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 
GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
ove 01-437, 1002 

RADIO 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 

‘pre a= 35p per word 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

SPECTRUM & 2X 80/1 
USERS LOOK THIS 
WAY PUT AWAY ALL 
‘THOSE UNTIDY WIRES 

With this amazing new unit designed by a Spectrum user. Put on a chair, 
floor, on your lap. Move it all in one go. Made of polished Mahogany, ply or 
black. (State colour) at £23.50 inc. VAT & p&p. Send cheque, P/O to: 

E. R. Cameron & Son Ltd. Est, 1870 
H/O 9 The Vineries, 

TIDY UP THAT MICRO 
Buy direct from the 

manufacturer and save 
pounds. 

ASTAND for your Home 
Computer (as illustrated) 
strong metal construction, 
¢/w undershelf & swivel 
castors. Supplied with 

fittings. Packed flat — easy 
assembly instructions 

Price only £39.95 
(incl. Carriage & VAT). 

Allow 28 days for delivery 
Send Cheques/PO's with 

order to: 
GK. Land Eng. Co. Ltd. 
25 Industrial Estat 

The Airport, 
Exeter EX5 2LJ. 

Tel: 0392 68351 

Software Exchange. Swap your used 
software. Spectrum speciality 
FREE membership. S.A.E. UK 
SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell Greave, 
Sheffield SS 9GB. 

Oric Software Ljbrary. Two weeks 
hire £1. Annual Membership £5. 
Stamp for list. Les Wilson, 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall. 
To Hire a Computer from ZX81 
upwards, ring or write to: Business 
and Computer Services, 292 
Caledonian Rd., NI 1AB. Tel: 
01-607 0157. 

as Lid. All fi 
‘Specifically reser 
‘© 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 

‘conferred by the Law of Copyri 
to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd and any repr 

Enfield, Middx. EN1 9DQ 

MICRO COMPUTER REPAIRS: 
VERY FAST SERVICE 

VIC-20@ Spectrums @C64.@ Pets 
Tol: SLOUGH (0753) 48785 

(Mon - Sat) 
WE ALSO REPAIR ALL COMMODORE 

SYSTEMS 

READ OUR DEALER 
DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 

LOCATION OF YOUR 
NEAREST COMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 

ZX81 REPAIR SERVICE 
AT LAST NO NEED TO WAIT 

FOR WEEKS, 
Send your faulty ZX81 for fast 
reliable repair. We will repair any 
2X81 KIT or READY BUILT UNIT. 
Ont £18.98 flly guaranteed + p+ 
Please state the nature of problem 
Send cheque or postal order to NEXT 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS, 89 
HARVEST RD. (H.C.W) 
ENFIELD GREEN, SURREY 
TW20000R. 

HCW 
YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes CIS with case, 40p 
Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20, 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20 for 60p. Library cases, 9p 

cach, 
Postage on each complete order $Sp. 
Stonehorn Lid, (HCW), $9 Mayfield 
Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 8B 

iPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

‘Simply the best. Copying any program| 
is now as easy as LOADIng and 

'SAVEing your own programs. Any 
‘ZX Spectrum program can be backed: 
‘up onto a fresh tape. Even programms 

that cannot be stopped can now be 
‘copied. 100 per cent machine code. 
Prints file names. Copies headerless 

files. SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses no] 
rogram area so full ize programs 

over 41.7 (9K for 16K machines) can 
be copied. PLUS FREE Header 

Reader program. 
Despatched by first class return of 

Bost. Send cheque/PO for £4.95 10: 
MEDSOFT 

61 Ardeen Road, Doncaster, 
South Yorks DN2 SER. 

IT CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF. 

NEW TO COMPUTING? 
We are here to help you gain 
skills in computing. Ring: 
COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on 01-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 

London SE13 SLQ 

London WIR 3AB 

cope ALL pet SPECTRUM 
Bae" cOMD AAR Ee Neat ONE OAK GUARASTES i you we 
FCO 
SERS EE at oun ane ® MAXBYTES cones program ease Faget cy feos Autos Abo STOS tafe 
Bat Ak nye Gate shade al 
eee Cexeatp econ cane 

LERM (DHO), 
16 Stonepit Drive, Cottingham, 

MAI Harborough, Leies. 

rthoutpresing ake. 

Why pay full price in the shops? 
When you can get your games 

from us for 
UP TO 50% OFF! 

Find out how today! SAE brings you ‘our computerised ree Catalogue and 
FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 

ATLANTIS GAMES, 
i, Hiastigs, 

‘Computer games, discount 
Free catalogue. Send S.A.E, to: 
A. D, Software, 17 West Street, 
Wath on Dearne, Rotherham 
7QU. 
Dromeda Software. Quality 
games for TI-99/4A. S.A\E. for 
details. 56 Wells Street, Haslingden, 
Lancashire BLO 9AN. 

TI-99/4A 
FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 
LIST AND SAMPLE 

INSERTS. 
HARLEQUIN 

Computing Limited, 
PO Box 44, 

Iford IG1 3DV 

TI-99/4A Christmas Special. Any 
three programs for £5. For list 
S.A.E. Binbrook Software, 10 
Potterill Lane, Sutton-on-Hull 
HU74TF. 

publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and all copyright and all other intellectual property rights therein belong to Argus 
and other intellectual property rights and by virtue of international copyright conventions are 
luction requires the prior written consent of the company. 

'SSN0264-4991 
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ASTASOFT TI-99/44 

EXTENDED BASIC 
£5.00 
£5.00 
$5.00 

TI99/4A 
Discover our range of arcade games and ies. High quality software at New Loe Price 

1: DREAMER... 
2: ASTEROID BELT. 
3: SCAILIEN ATTACK . 

‘Above need Joysticks Ronee 08 Treton £5 
4: COMPUTO £5.00 
5: TWORD~SPEECH “£5.00 
6: DEFLECTORS SPEECH £5.00 

E.A. STANLE) 
4 Victoria Court, Victoria Road, 

London E18 1LH 
many more games on our lis. 

ORIC FUN 
19K Games for your 48K Oric 

Xenon 1 £7.50 @ Reverse £8.50 
‘Gandy Hos & Hangman £6.50 43D Maze & Breakout £6.50 

Prices ing, VATA P&P. SAE for fll ists 
‘W plus software tls, 

"games for youngaters The Black Tower ~ from the author of Troll King ~ £5.95 Hanchback Havock = 24 sheets of action 

For a full ist of these, our Ex Basic rang Shad more send S-A.E. 10: 4 Haffenden 
Road, Tenterden Kent TA30 GOD. 

MICROSONIC 
Programs for the 

unexpanded T199/4A 
Air Attack 
Alien Alert 
Grand Prix 
Galactic Zoo Keeper 
pace Vault 

Hangman and 
Masterbrain £4.25 
All prices ate inclusive. Dealer 
enquiries welcome. Please send 

CCheque/PO's to: MICROSONIC, 
85 Malmesbury Road, Cheadle 
Holme, Cheshire SKB TOL. 

ACCESS Orders. Telephone (532) S784S1 

£4.50 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
Huge Discounts off most computers 
SprcTRUM RRP ORP| 

‘Miner (Bug Byte) sy 
1898 

COMMODORE 64 
Everest Ascent (Shephard) 
unc Sucker Puzzle (dk'Wonics) 
fonic Asteroids (Artic) 
DRAGON Chess (2. Morrisoo) 
C.W.O. pip $8p Lape, 2 oF more, Post 

Tree, SAE (or 12 page catalogue of 
Soiware for mos compater 0 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
48 Brunswick, Bracknell Boks, 

i ORICT 
“FIND THE FLEET’ 
Four skit evels, Mines ond eptional sound. £3 inclusive 

TRAD-SOFT, 24 M 

Texas T199/4A 

ARENA It (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 Space war. Defend your ship from attacking aliens. Battle your way to Arga: To land, you must blast out a landing strip. Descend from 
ship through treacherous meteor storms. Laser cannon, neutron 
bombs, space walks. This game has the lot 
PINBALL+CUBITS (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 
Two games on one tape. A realistic pinball machine. All the excite 
ments of the real thing. Cubits: A test of skill and memory for those 
who like a challenge. 
POSTMANS KNOCK £4.95 
“ON YOUR BIKE" says the Boss. Wobble through dense country. 
side. Post letters; empty postboxes; pick up parcels. Have you time 
to do it, before the post office does the sorting? Ride the regulation 
bike (with bell). It is not easy! Extra screen for High Scores, unless 
you are sacked first! 

(BASIC) 

jend cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, t free 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELFORD, Shropshire TF3 1LX 

CARRYING CASE FOR 

BBC & TAPE/DISK UNIT 
Made of highly durable, extremely rugged ABS 
material, Briefcase style construction. Moulded 
compartments to house units. Lid detaches for 
use as TV/Monitor stand. £29.95p 

EXTRON SOFTWARE 
99 Westgate, Grantham, Lincs. 

Tel. 0476 70907 
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LANTERN SOFTWARE 

Rod £5.95 Troll King £5.95 

FUTURE 
TECHNOLOGIES 
(HCW) 1 Hollybrook Rd, 

Shirley, Southampton S01 6RB| 
TEXAS SOFTWARE 

Car Was £1095 @ Chess 29.95 
Munchman £19.95 @ River Rescue 24:98 

SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
Conflict £11.95 @ Database (38K) £19.95 

‘Games Designer (48K) £6.95 
Master Chess (48K) £695 

Also Atari, Commodore, Dragon, 
‘Orie and hardware. 

Send large $.A.E. for ists (23 
stamp). Add £1 plp for order under| 

1£25. All prices include VAT. 

parttime Home Based ware Business. Specially written ‘manual covers all you need to know in 
‘luding al LegalPractical Aspects, Adver {ising Signing Writers. Contracts, oe. ote 
(Order Now! Send £3.99 to: TMB. (HC), ‘I5b Kingswood Road. Prestwich. 

Manchester. 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
All models bought for cash. 
Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road. 

London WI. Tel: 01-388 2562 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for weeks. 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY. 
London WIR 3AB, Tel: 01-437 0699 

SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS 

PONTOON — YHATZI 
FOR VIC 260 PLus MIN OF 3K EXP 

INCLUDING VAT & P & P NLY £4-50 
FREE GAMES TAPE WITH EACH ORDER 

UNTIL CHRISTMAS 

CHEQUES & PO’S TO- 
TM COMPONENTS, 119a HIGH STREET, 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS1 1LH 

T199/4A SOFTWARE 
PILOT £5.95 
A great new flight simulation game for the unexpanded T199/4A, 
Graphics display of landing strip and terrain map, plus updated 
instrument panel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full 
instructions included. Graphics in sound 

£5.95 TI TREK i 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Features include 5 skill levels, 

graphics, quadrant display, galaxy map, phasors, photon torpedoes, 

Tong range scans, damage reports, shield control, impulse and warp 

drive. Eight by eight galaxy. Full instructions included. Graphics and 

sound. 
‘Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Access/Visa for immediate 

despatch. Please add SOp p&p to orders under £7. 

Orders over £7 post free. 

=s APEX SOFTWARE 
Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 

St. Leonards-n-Sea, TN38 8EA 
‘Tel: Hastings (0424) 53283 



ye 

ERE ISN'T A CHOICE... 
Phoenix Software: Spangles House, 116 Marsh Rd. Pinner, Middlesex 01 868 3353 



LIFT OFF with bp 

‘SPECTRUM LAUNCH STAGE DRAGON 32 ARM STAGE 

Successfully pilot the Shuttle through Launch, Fetch & Finals.Take off and position Shuttle inorbit 

Manoeuvre alongside malfunctioning Satellite. Retrieve -then re-enter to glide without fuel to White Sands Desert. 

Available for 
EXCELLENT — “Personal Computer News” a 48K ORIC 1, ATARI 16K, DRAGON 32, BBC 

AWELL THOUGHT OUT GAME — “Dragon User” MODEL B, SPECTRUM 48K, COMMODORE 64, 
e ACORN ELECTRON, TANDY COLOUR 32K 

ALMOST WORTH BUYING A DRAGON FOR c 
“Which Micro’ CASSETTE £8 DISK £10 


